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You know that feeling at the 
end of a film, the credits roll 
and the music crescendos but 

you feel like there’s still more to see? 
You want to know the inside story, to 
enjoy the outtakes, or to know why 
the director made this choice or that. 
You know there’s more to the story but 
the cleaner is already in the cinema, 
sweeping up scattered popcorn 
and readying the place for the next 
audience, and the next story.

Grant-funded projects can be a little 
like this. The funding period comes 
to an end and the final report and 
financial acquittal roll like movie 
credits, chronicling the processes, 
discoveries and recommendations 
that a couple of years of focussed 
research and development has created. 
Of course, much of the influence of 
a project is exerted after this point, 
because transformation takes time and 
nothing is very instant when it comes 
to achieving deep sustainable change 
in higher education. Perhaps the 
juncture at which we should be most 
deeply listening comes quite some 
time after the “project completed” box 
gets ticked.

I’ve had the opportunity to do just that, 
through an academic secondment to 
the Office for Learning and Teaching 
(OLT) in the Department of Industry, 
Innovation, Science, Research and 
Tertiary Education. My secondment 
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project, Influence Factor: understanding 
outcomes from Australian learning and 
teaching grants, uses an adapted version 
of Ako Aotearoa’s impact evaluation 
process to meet with project teams 
who have completed funded projects 
between six months and two years 
ago, asking about the ripple effects of 
their projects. What has resulted for 
the project team? What has changed 
at the institutional level? And, so 
importantly, how is student learning 
better now than how it was before the 
project commenced?

These conversations create an 
opportunity for project teams to 
reflect on and to share publicly the 
downstream impacts of their projects. 
The purpose is to extract value from 
completed projects, maintain fruitful 
relationships with project teams and 
articulate the benefits of national 
learning and teaching grant funding 
to a range of stakeholders. If the pilot 
proves successful, it could result in 
ongoing changes to how the OLT 
works with funding recipients before, 
during and after projects are funded.

A process such as this challenges the 
academic orthodoxy of publications 
being the pinnacle of success because 
it explicitly values other achievements 
just as highly. Examples of these other 
achievements include changes to 
accreditation requirements, leveraging 
further funding from various sources 
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Pokorny from the UK. In these days of 
rush and tear and in which everything is 
deemed urgent, this article provides ways 
of reflecting and breaking away to quieter 
paths which could well lead to greater 
productivity.

Conferences can provide great opportunities 
for establishing networks and exchanging 
ideas. For the past two years the HERDSA 
conference has provided a small group 
of participants with an extended time 
throughout the conference for talking about 
teaching. This will again be provided at the 
Auckland conference in July. The details of 
the event are described in the article “Why 
make time at the HERDSA conference 
in Auckland to TATAL” which contains 
several positive testimonials from previous 
participants. So if you would like to come 
away from the conference having enjoyed 
a satisfying time talking about teaching 
with colleagues from many different 
teaching environments then sign up for the 
TATAL workshop when you register for the 
conference.

We welcome back one of our long-standing 
regular columnists, Roger Atkinson, who 
once again has produced an interesting 
insight into IT in academe this time the 
topic is academic workloads using email 
technology. This surely has to be relevant 
to many academics today and we learn the 
origin of the phrase “Burning the midnight 
oil.”

I will be taking an overseas break in May 
and June so the next issue of HERDSA 
News will be in the capable hands of Peter 
Kandlbinder and Maureen Bell. So send 
them lots of interesting articles for us to 
read.

Roger Landbeck

In this edition we include a personal 
article written by the new President 
Elect, Allan Goody. This is the first time 

this position has been filled, following recent 
changes in the Societies’ constitution. The 
new position should make for an effective 
change-over in Presidents. Allan has had a 
long association with HERDSA and will 
take over as President after the Auckland 
conference. We wish him well 

This edition reports the changes made to 
the HERDSA Fellowship Scheme following 
the external evaluation by Michele ScoufIs. 
It is hoped that the greater flexibility of 
the Scheme will make it more attractive to 
academics. 

The newly formed Supporting New 
Scholars portfolio continues to be active 
with a useful, practical article on writing 
a conference paper by Paula Myatt. New 
scholars are encouraged to join the network 
and benefit from its support in what can be 
a lonely time professionally. 

The wide ranging effects and benefits of 
projects funded by Australian government’s 
Office for Learning and Teaching are evident 
from several articles in this issue. Academics 
across disciplines and across institutions 
have been brought together in fruitful co-
operation in ways not seen before. Then 
work within disciplines has also benefited, 
as illustrated by Madeleine Schultz’s article 
on the developing Chemistry Discipline 
Network. Further illustrations of the on-
going effects of OLT funded projects are 
provided by the report by the QS in Science 
team and Tilly Hinton’s groundbreaking 
project. 

We are glad to reprint an article on 
Contemplative Practices in Higher 
Education by Jennifer Bright and Helen 
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for learning and teaching, informing 
further scholarly work, winning national 
and international awards, providing an 
online forum for student-led discussion, 
changing working conditions for graduates, 
providing ongoing career mentoring and so 
on.

Highlights are emerging from every research 
conversation, findings of which will be 
shared at the conclusion of the project. 
Here are a few teasers:

One project has attracted almost $750,000 
in industry and philanthropic funding to 
make improvements to student learning. 
This has included a $100,000 “dare” from 
an alumnus to achieve what that graduate 
believes to be impossible – to create 
authentic curriculum.

Another project created outputs that are 
now embedded in the websites of 135 
institutions and organisations from 22 
countries, and have been accessed by over 
170,000 users.

Alongside the influence factor conversations, 
I have been meeting with colleagues in 
workshops throughout the country. One 
of these workshops is targeted at grants 
support staff and the other for people who 
are designing a grant project. The feedback 
for these workshops has been very positive. 
The grants support workshop is built 
around the concept of a grants lifecycle, 
and invites participants to think about what 
influence-focussed activities they might 
engage in at various critical timing points. 
In the grant design workshop, participants 
pitch their idea to colleagues, and use the 
workshop activities to hone their grant 
ideas before pitching a second time to 

get feedback as to how compelling their 
project concept is. These workshops call 
on participants to work hard and quickly, 
to present, adapt and reflect on a range of 
influence and change concepts. For staff 
who didn’t attend the workshops, or who 
would like to recreate them in their home 
institutions, there will be an online set of 
workshop resources available later this year. 

Secondments are all about relationships and 
culture. The Commonwealth Government 
provides funding to the secondee’s home 
institution, for a percentage of their time 
over 12 months. The Sydney office becomes 
a part-time base, and work continues also 
at the secondee’s home institution. They 
pursue a mutually-beneficial project while 
at the same time building relationships and 
understandings between the OLT, the sector 
and their home university. As I embark on 
the final few months of my secondment, the 
first one to be awarded in the sector, I am 
fascinated by the findings that are emerging 
and excited at the opportunity that the 
secondment has created to understand and 
influence thinking within a funding body 
that has for so long been so central to my 
work.

This opportunity allows me to continue 
advocating the need for projects to focus on 
achieving sustainable change, as we argued 
for in the D-Cubed project (Gannaway, 
Hinton, Berry, & Moore, 2011). It 
comes as some relief also, as it offers the 
opportunity to pursue some loose ends that 
were left unresolved when we wrapped up 
the D-Cubed project at exactly the same 
time that the Australian Learning and 
Teaching Council was being closed down. 
Lastly, it allows me to address my long-

held worry that attention to grants support 
and administration is misallocated when 
we put the most energy into winning and 
disbursing grants and the least into actually 
delivering and sustaining the changes that 
grants are funded to bring about.

This project has given me licence to linger 
long after the credits roll, to hear project 
stories that may otherwise stay obscure, 
and to witness the commitment of 
project teams, even as they face a battery 
of challenges in continuing project work 
once the funding runs out. It’s a little like 
watching the director’s commentary version 
of a movie on DVD – thought-provoking, 
complex, and replete with ideas that need to 
be heard ... if we just have a willingness to 
stop and listen for a while. 

References 
Gannaway, D., Hinton, T., Berry, B., 

& Moore, K. (2011). A review of the 
dissemination strategies used by projects 
funded by the ALTC Grants Scheme. 
Sydney: Australian Learning and 
Teaching Council.

If  you are interested in further 
information on Tilly’s project, please email 
her at tilly.hinton@innovation.gov.au. If 
you have feedback about the secondment 
project or this article, you can share it 
with Tilly by email or anonymously at 
http://sayat.me/tillyhinton. Some of Tilly’s 
work is online at http://usc-au.academia.
edu/TillyHinton/. For more about 
secondment opportunities with the Office 
for Learning and Teaching, go to http://
olt.gov.au/fellowships-and-secondments/
secondments. 
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By Madeleine Schultz 

The Chemistry Discipline Networks: Background, 
Benefits and Challenges

My main objective in initiating the 
Chemistry Discipline Network 
in June 2011 was to improve 

communication between chemistry 
academics around Australia. Chemistry 
is a field with unique teaching challenges, 
as students must integrate molecular, 
macroscopic and symbolic representations, 
perform physical manipulations in the 
laboratory and memorise a significant 
amount of information in order to 
understand basic concepts (Johnstone, 
1991). In chemistry, there is a strong sense 
of identity within research sub disciplines, 
but teaching-focussed academics are 
frequently isolated. Many research-focussed 
academics are very sceptical of the field 
of educational research and of treating 
chemistry education as a serious endeavour. 
The roots of this scepticism often lie in 
naïve approaches from learning designers 
and administrators, who offer advice and 
sometimes even dictate teaching approaches 
without understanding the specific 
difficulties in teaching chemistry. Coming 
from a laboratory research background and 
moving into educational research myself, I 
was very aware of this divide and hoped to 
breach it through the formation of a funded 
Network.

In forming the Network, I aimed to involve 
the chemistry academics in Australia who 
were already active in educational research, 
as well as to reach out to the majority of 
chemistry academics for whom teaching 
is not an area of research. Many of these 
chemistry academics take their teaching 
very seriously, making incremental changes 
and endeavouring to improve the outcomes 
for their students every semester, but do 
not share their strategies, successes and 
frustrations. The scepticism towards the 
educational community described above 
is one reason that these significant efforts 
often go unpublished. For me, the Network 
is an opportunity to introduce the world 
of educational research to a much wider 
audience and to encourage senior colleagues 
to share their decades of pedagogical content 
knowledge. All of us face the pressure to 

publish, and the ability to publish the results 
of educational innovations within the SoTL 
gives impetus to structured modification of 
teaching approaches. 

Critically important to me, a relative 
newcomer in the field, was to be explicitly 
welcoming to all members, from all 
institutions, regardless of their backgrounds 
in teaching and research. Having one or 
more member at every tertiary institution 
teaching chemistry was one of the initial 
goals of the project and eighteen months 
in to the Network I am happy to say 
that we have easily exceeded this, with 
over 120 members, almost all of whom 
are chemistry academics in teaching and 
research positions. Several working groups 
were formed and the activities described 
below have been conducted through these 
teams, with extensive support from the 
Project Officer. In addition to the activity 
of individual members, the Network has 
close communication with the leading 
professional body for chemistry in Australia, 
the Royal Australian Chemical Institute 
(RACI), which accredits chemistry degrees.

It was of interest at the commencement 
of the Network to determine what 
chemistry is being taught where and how, 
so a mapping exercise was conducted at 
twelve institutions. The outcomes of this 
snapshot mapping exercise were released in 
August 2012 (Mitchell Crow & Schultz, 
2012) and give insight into which sub 
disciplines are considered more important, 
how laboratories can be organised in an 
era of large first year classes, and the use of 
technology in assessment. 

One of the major goals of the Network 
is to implement the Threshold Learning 
Outcomes for chemistry, which at the time 
of funding had recently been published 
(Jones, Yates, & Kelder, 2011). The task 
of unpacking these generic statements into 
specific standards for TEQSA is an ongoing 
project; to date the TLO working group has 
held three workshops on this topic and the 
exercise is continuing. As a baseline for this 
undertaking, the Network also conducted a 

TLO mapping exercise; preliminary results 
are available and the work is on-going 
(Mitchell Crow & Yates, 2012). It is clear 
that not all TLOs are covered equally well, 
and changes to the curriculum are required 
to ensure that students with chemistry 
degrees have achieved all of these minimum 
requirements. 

Among the benefits of the Network can be 
listed:

•	 People	who	were	isolated,	often	the	only	
chemistry academic at their institution 
or on their campus, are now meeting 
monthly via skype to chat about issues 
specific to chemistry teaching and to 
find out what is happening elsewhere. 
Keeping in touch with their community 
inspires academics to attempt changes to 
their teaching strategies.

•	 Questions	 about	 chemistry	 teaching,	
ranging from the straightforward, such 
as which institutions use a certain piece 
of equipment or chemical compound 
in their teaching laboratories, to more 
complex questions such as how to 
implement assessment of practical 
laboratories, are being asked and 
answered in an informal environment at 
the monthly meetings. Previously such 
information remained largely within 
institutions.

•	 Conferences	 are	 being	 organised	 with	
better communication and including 
a wider group of people. For example, 
the Network is sponsoring a Symposium 
at Pacifichem 2015, one of the biggest 
worldwide chemistry conferences, 
that historically has included little 
chemistry education. Discussion of the 
topic for the Symposium and possible 
themes included the broadest range 
of inputs from Network members. 
The International Conference on 
Chemical Education is being held in 
Sydney in 2016, chaired by a member 
of the Management Committee, and 
communication through the Network 
will increase involvement in this major 

HERDSA NEWS
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standards statement. Strawberry Hills, 
N.S.W.

Mitchell Crow, J., O’Brien, G., & Schultz, 
M., (2012). The Chemistry Discipline 
Network: One Year on, Australian 
Journal of Education in Chemistry, 72, 
6–8. 

Mitchell Crow, J., & Schultz, M., (2012). 
Report on a Mapping Exercise of 
Chemistry at Australian Universities. 
Melbourne, Australia: Chemistry 
Discipline Network.

Mitchell Crow, J., & Yates, B., (2012). 
Report on the TLO Mapping Exercise 
of Chemistry at Australian Universities. 
Melbourne, Australia: Chemistry 
Discipline Network.

Dr Madeleine Schultz studied Science/
Law at ANU followed by a PhD in 
Chemistry from the University of 
California, Berkeley. Several post-
doctoral positions later she was appointed 
as Lecturer in Chemistry at QUT, where 
she completed a Masters in Education and 
began conducting educational research. In 
2012 she was promoted to Senior Lecturer 
and commenced a period of leave without 
pay in Germany. Her chemical education 
interests include the acquisition of 
chemical concepts and remediation of 
misconceptions, assessment of large classes 
and practical laboratory work within 
undergraduate chemistry. Her current 
teaching is conducted to classes of 400 in 
German.

Contact: madeleine.schultz@qut.edu.au

rewarded and feel certain that the Network 
will outlive our initial grant.

Acknowledgements: I am grateful to our 
project officer, James Mitchell Crow, for 
his tireless efforts to keep things moving 
with the Network. I am also thankful for 
the massive contributions from Glennys 
O’Brien, my Co-director, particularly in 
the TLO area. Thanks are also due to the 
Management Committee: Mark Buntine, 
Gwen Lawrie, Siggi Schmid, Daniel 
Southam and Brian Yates, as well as many 
members who have contributed their time 
and thoughtful energy, including Tony 
Baker, Steph Beames, Alison Beavis, Simon 
Bedford, Dan Bedgood, Adam Bridgeman, 
Bob Bucat, Greg Dicinoski, Chris Fellows, 
Jason Harper, Clovia Holdsworth, Jeff 
Hughes, Stephan Huth, Ian Jamie, 
Richard John, Allan Knight, Simon Lewis, 
Mike Liddell, Kieran Lim, Mal McLeod, 
Greg Metha, Danielle Meyrick, Mauro 
Mocerino, Mani Naiker, Tara Pukala, 
Simon Pyke, Roger Read, Will Rifkin, Mark 
Riley, Andrew Seen, Frances Separovic, 
Joe Shapter, Dino Spagnoli, Roy Tasker, 
Chris Thompson, Richard Thwaites, Peter 
Tregloan, Susan Turland, Magda Wajrak, 
Feng Wang, Steven Wilson, Tony Wright 
and Lachlan Yee.

References
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event. We have also had excellent 
attendance from Network members at 
the Australian Conference on Science 
and Mathematics Education (ACSME) 
in 2011 and 2012, as well as at the 
RACI’s Chemical Education Conference 
in 2012. 

The main challenge of the Network 
has been lack of engagement with the 
website (chemnet.edu.au). Initially it was 
envisioned that this site, with a members 
area including discussion fora and a 
learning object sharing hub, would become 
the heart of the Network. However, this 
has not eventuated and the site is largely 
a static repository for internal documents 
and external reports. With hindsight, this 
is not surprising – there are already many 
sites offering shared learning objects for 
chemistry, and most academics are too 
busy to log in to yet another website. 
Instead, the heart of the Network has 
become the monthly skype meetings and 
semi-regular face-to-face meetings, such as 
within the TLO to standards project and 
at conferences. Contacts made virtually 
have led to individuals arranging to meet in 
person when they overlap in the same city. 
Face to face meetings of people have been 
the springboard for further collaboration, 
and have led to joint grant applications 
and collaboration on research projects. As 
we wrote in our recently-published report, 
“the most important role of our Network is 
simply to facilitate the natural interactions 
that occur when people speak to one another 
within their teaching roles” (Mitchell Crow, 
O’Brien, & Schultz, 2012). I am happy 
that our efforts to be inclusive have been 
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Mathematics underpins science. 
Increasingly, students struggle 
with weak mathematical 

knowledge and the ability to apply such 
knowledge in scientific contexts (AAAS - 
American Association for the Advancement 
of Science, 2011; Brown, 2009; Koenig, 
2011; National Research Council, 2003). 
While the majority are in agreement that 
these quantitative skills (QS) are essential 
in science, academics are struggling to 
coordinate efforts to build such skills 
(Brakke, 2011; Koenig, 2011; Rylands, 
Simbag, Matthews, Coady, & Belward, 
accepted). Responding to this issue, the 
QS in Science project set out to explore 
current QS curricular pathways to further 
ongoing efforts to better infuse the science 
curricula with QS. From 2011–12 with 
funding from the Australian Learning and 
Teaching Council, the project was able to 
develop 13 case studies that outlined the 
critical pathways for developing QS across 
12 institutions. These are accessible on the 
project website, www.qsinscience.com.au. 

Now that the final report has been 
submitted, we ask ourselves, where to now? 
You can read an early version presented to 
the Australian Council of Deans of Science 
(Matthews, Belward, Coady, Rylands, 
& Simbag, 2012). Is the discussion over 
or it is really just beginning as Australian 
institutions become critically aware of the 
QS shortcomings of their science students? 
The QS in Science team believe that there 
is still a lot of work to be done, so we offer 
possible projects, which are designed to 
overcome many of the difficulties identified 
in the study. What did we find?

Findings confirmed and categorised the 
challenges facing the higher education sector 
in coordinating curricular efforts to develop 
science students’ QS, efforts that cross 
traditional disciplinary and departmental 
boundaries. Our key findings are:

1. Lack of shared meaning (common 
understanding) for QS. Academics 
agreed that QS are an essential learning 
outcome for science graduates; 

however, evidence showed that 
academics possessed differing and often 
vague notions of what specific QS 
were needed. While many are working 
feverishly to “fix the QS” problem, our 
understanding of QS is not clear, nor 
is it shared among academic staff. The 
inherent interdisciplinary nature of QS, 
building on mathematical and statistical 
knowledge that is then applied in varying 
scientific contexts, further complicates 
arriving at a shared meaning of QS.

2. Lack of communication about 
curricular issues across disciplines. 
Organisational structures and processes 
for science and mathematics academics 
to discuss QS were not evident. Backed 
by the literature, our study affirms the 
structural, cultural and disciplinary 
divides that exist within universities, 
and that the “silo” mentality is 
common.

3. Lack of connection between 
attributes, outcomes and standards. 
Despite having national standards, 
institutional attributes and program-
level graduate outcomes, the influence 
on curricular design to build QS was 
not evident beyond generic statements.

4. Lack of curricular leadership for 
graduate learning outcomes. Despite 
agreement that QS are an essential 
learning outcome, limited evidence was 
found of those in leadership roles taking 
responsibility for the achievement 
of QS as a learning outcome across 
degree programs. Further, there was 
no substantial evidence of existing, 
deliberate curricular design approaches 
in place at the 13 universities that we 
studied to build QS.

5. Lack of evaluation and evidencing 
of QS curricular learning outcomes. 
In Australia there was no evidence 
of science-specific, program-level 
evaluation activity for QS and with 
only one university (in the USA) 
among the 13 case studies having a 
well-developed evaluation program. 

6. Lack of QS reform efforts when 
organisational restructuring is 
occurring. Where institutional 
restructures and redundancies ran 
in parallel with curricular review 
processes, academics were less inclined 
to address the QS issue.

7. Lack of knowledge and adaption 
of QS educational resources. 
Academics tended to develop their 
own QS resources, largely reacting to 
basic deficiencies in numeracy skills 
and duplicating existing resources 
unknowingly.

8. Lack of clear QS curricular pathways 
due to diversity in student cohorts. 
Catering for the mathematical 
diversity in student cohorts impacted 
on the design of science curricula with 
different institutions trying various 
methods to deal with a wide range of 
mathematical ability.

These findings are deliberately expressed 
in deficit terminology, as they are 
disconcerting findings that we should not 
deny. However, they also hold the clues for 
improving the QS of science students, when 
considered as gaps to be addressed. Thus the 
recommendations, listed below, specifically 
respond to the key findings by suggesting 
ways of moving forward.

1. Formulation of a shared meaning 
for QS in science. To facilitate this, 
effective fora to allow open discussion 
between mathematicians and 
statisticians, and discipline scientists 
must be provided. 

2. Development and maintenance of 
effective communication channels 
across and within disciplines. 
An effectual mechanism for 
communication must be established 
and maintained so that discussion can 
continue as the need for QS in science 
evolves.

3. Fostering of curricular leadership 
in QS. This leadership needs to be at 
the forefront of the development of 

By The QS in Science Team 

The End of an ALTC-OLT Project: Findings Point 
Toward New Projects
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Adopting the successful QS in Science 
project methodology, this project 
seeks to engage academics in a process 
of identifying curricular “critical 
pathways” that build the WS of science 
students, which can then be shared 
across the sector.

Are ALTC-OLT projects ever really done? 
The issues we are addressing are complex 
and ongoing with few simply, off the 
shelf solutions available. They require 
engagement, effort, time and coordinated 
efforts from numerous stakeholders. 
Our project attempted to actively engage 
academics and to disseminate our findings 
in a timely manner using face-to-face 
interviews, presentations, online media 
including our website at www.qsinscience.
com.au, short videos, regular email 
newsletters, and published reports and 
articles (several forth-coming). Importantly, 
so that others could easily build on the 
knowledge and resources we gained, we 
endeavoured to make all our findings 
publically accessible via case studies, reports 
and publications (again, on our website). 
In 2013, a special edition dedicated to 
QS will be published in the highly rated 
International Journal of Mathematical 
Education in Science and Technology. 

In conclusion, the QS in Science team 
have set the scene and continued the 
momentum of the 2006 joint associate 
fellowship of Adams and Poronnik, 
Embedding quantitative principles in life 
science education. QS are on the minds of 
many academics teaching science students. 
Despite this, it is clear there is still much 
work to do. Our team members continue 
to be active in several related projects 
collaborating with colleagues in Australia 
and overseas to build on what has been 
started. We look forward to expanded 
collaborations and making inroads into the 
challenges QS in science present.

References
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mathematicians and statisticians, and 
QS as perceived by life scientists. 

2. Identifying and bridging the QS gap 
from secondary school mathematics 
to university

 Project name: Transition: QS from 
secondary school to first year university

 Project aim: This project aims to 
address issues concerning QS in 
secondary school and how well 
this prepares students for first year 
university science. Answers to 
questions such as: “What QS were 
acquired in secondary school?”, “Are 
these QS enough to cope with what is 
required in first year?”, and “How do 
universities build on these acquired 
QS?” will be documented.

3. Evaluating assessment activities 
across the year levels

 Project name: Assessment of QS 
learning in science

 Project aim: This project aims to focus 
on evaluation of assessment activities 
designed to measure students’ QS in a 
science program, as well as how QS are 
built across the year levels.

4. Evaluating QS as a program-level 
learning outcome in science

 Project name: QS assessment in 
science: Engaging academics in 
developing, assessing and interpreting 
data on program-level learning 
outcomes

 Project aim: This project aims to 
bring together academics to develop a 
program-level assessment framework 
for QS in the sciences, to pilot the 
evaluation framework and to interpret 
results though benchmarking. Further, 
the project aims to engage academics in 
the collection of data that are reliable 
and useable as a means to influence 
curriculum development and teaching 
practices. 

5. Applying the QS in Science approach 
to exploring other program-level 
learning outcomes 

 Project name: Writing Skills in 
Science: Curriculum models for the 
future

 Project aim: Writing Skills (WS) have 
been identified as essential for science 
graduates; however, the teaching 
and assessing of writing within the 
undergraduate science curricula are 
presenting numerous challenges. 

whole-of-program approaches to QS 
in science. 

4. Development of an evaluation 
framework for QS. This is essential 
so that individual institutions can 
determine how their curricula should 
change to meet the needs of the science 
community and the government’s 
reporting requirements.

5. Making QS a graduate outcome 
for any science degree program. It 
is universally agreed that QS is an 
essential part of a science program. 
For students to graduate with QS 
in science, QS must be visible and 
assessed throughout every year of the 
degree program.

6. Searching for strategies to deal 
with diverse student backgrounds, 
particularly those with poor QS. 
Current strategies to address this 
issue include diagnostic testing and 
voluntary drop-in centres, but more 
effective solutions to this major 
challenge for academics must be found.

7. Communicating in every way 
possible that science is quantitative. 
All possible means must be used to 
inform students of the importance 
of QS in science and to make them 
understand, accept and appreciate QS 
by emphasising its relevance to science 
and their everyday lives.

In an effort to keep the momentum going, 
the QS in Science team has developed 
potential future projects, which we offer as 
guidance to the sector as others endeavour 
to build on the QS in Science project 
recommendations. We invite anyone 
concerned with the current state of QS 
or the achievement of learning outcomes 
in science more broadly to lead a future 
project. The QS in Science project team 
members offer our support, encouragement, 
knowledge, advice and even partnership. 
Follow-on QS project ideas include:

1. Acquiring a shared meaning of QS
 Project name: Translating what 

quantitative skills are needed for 
science graduates

 Project aim: This project aims to 
engage mathematicians, statisticians 
and life scientists in conversations 
and activities to articulate, define and 
converge on a shared understanding of 
what QS actually are, the relationship 
between QS as perceived by 
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Cook University; Carmel Coady and 
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Editors Note. This article was originally 
written for a UK audience. Comments from 
local readers “down under” welcome. 

2013 in Australia has started with 
searing, record-breaking temperatures 
across the country. It has also started 

with almost daily analysis of the chances of 
the rivals for the top job of Prime Minister 
in what will be an election year. The current 
Labor Prime Minister, Julia Gillard, faces 
off against the current leader of the Liberal 
opposition, Tony Abbott. 

Having survived a tough year in 2012, 
filled with controversy and close shaves, 
Gillard’s popularity has risen slightly, 
particularly following the “misogyny 
speech” in parliament, the recording of 
which went viral internationally late last 
year. But Gillard has numerous challenges 
to overcome to retain power. On the other 
hand, Abbott has an image problem, 
particularly with women, who perceive him 
to be sexist and macho. The papers and 
social media have been filled with debate 
and discussion about his clumsy attempts to 
use his female staff and wife and daughters 
in staged media events to prove how much 
he loves women.

Commentators have begun predicting the 
key factors on which the election result will 
be decided. These include gender alongside 
economic management, carbon pricing, 

health and education, among others. While 
a traditionally Labor concern, a focus on 
education, however, does not necessarily 
highlight higher education.

Higher education is not a vote catcher 
in Australia. Part of the issue is that, like 
Abbott, Australian higher education suffers 
from an image problem. However, instead 
of finding it offensive, as many women find 
Abbott’s approach to politics, the Australian 
public are largely indifferent to university 
education.

A number of factors contribute to the low 
profile of Australian higher education. 
These include: the general discomfort in 
the community, outside the elite, around 
celebrating academic achievement; the 
egalitarian culture that urges giving everyone 
a “fair go” and, therefore, not wanting to 
promote something to which everyone does 
not have equal access; the lack of connection 
between higher education and the national 
obsession – sport; and the absence of good 
PR for higher education generally, despite 
the myriad and enormous contributions it 
makes to advancing society and the lives of 
citizens. 

What may be necessary in an election 
year, where economic management will 
be front and centre in voters’ minds, is to 
convince the public and through them, the 
government, that higher education is not 

a cost, but an investment. I wonder who 
might take up this challenge, however, in 
a competitive and demand-driven system 
where universities are focused on competing 
with each other for students and funding.

The elite universities in Australia keep 
pointing to the fact that the sector is only 
partly deregulated and calling for price 
deregulation to create a more market-
oriented sector. We’ve started to see how 
well that has worked in the UK and 
the consequences for institutions and 
individuals. But it does seem to work 
well for the government who are relieved, 
to some extent, from the responsibility 
of funding higher education. This could 
be appealing to either side of politics in 
Australia.

The election is likely to be toward the end 
of the year. (Now we know it September the 
14th.) In the meantime, the daily discussions 
about Gillard and Abbott continue. May 
the best (wo)man for higher education win.

Marcia Devlin is an adjunct professor at 
two Australian universities and a higher 
education commentator. This article 
also appears in the first 2013 newsletter 
of the Society for Research into Higher 
Education (http://www.srhe.ac.uk/) 

Twitter: @MarciaDevlin

By Marcia Devlin 

A Glance at the Australian Political Scene, early 2013
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By Jennifer Bright & Helen Pokorny 

Contemplative Practices in Higher Education: 
Breathing Heart and Mindfulness into the Staff and 
Student Experience 

Editors Note. This article originally 
appeared in issue 13.4, December 2012, 
of “Educational Developments” (The 
magazine of the Staff and Educational 
Development Associated Ltd (SEDA)) 
in the UK. It is reprinted here by kind 
permission of the authors and SEDA.

Introduction

There is a concern that many 
students in Higher Education 
experience stress and anxiety and 

that the curriculum may be under pressure 
to become an instrumental, narrowly 
vocational space. “The culture and size of 
the institutions and settings where people 
teach, the emphasis upon achieving grades 
and gaining marketable skills, and the 
pressure to “produce” all take their toll” 
(Smith, 2012). This has implications for the 
wellbeing of staff. Parker Palmer, the US 
educator, has stated “The only gift we have 
to give to our students is ourselves” (Palmer, 
2009, p12). If staff feel under pressure, the 
open and relaxed “posture” necessary to 
relate fully with students, and which allows 
the involvement of the whole person, is 
restricted, as is the ability to give students 
the gift of oneself. 

One project which focuses on introducing 
spaces into the curriculum for creativity, 
reflection and personal growth is that of Dr. 
Jan Sellers’ National Teaching Fellowship 
Labyrinth Project at the University of Kent. 
In her article for Educational Developments 
(Sellers, 2009), she writes of the labyrinth as 
offering “a quiet contemplative space…and 
a structured time and place for individual 
reflection”. Along with Dr. Sellers and 
colleagues at London Metropolitan and 
Anglia Ruskin University, we ran a Staff 
and Education Development Association 
(SEDA) funded workshop offering 
participants the opportunity to think 
about labyrinths as a tool for promoting 
contemplative practices and to learn how 

to create their own labyrinth cheaply and 
quickly.

The workshop was facilitated by specialists 
Jeff and Kimberly Saward of Labyrinthos 
(www.labyrinthos.net). Participants 
(lecturers, counsellors and student support 
workers) agreed to being surveyed later 
about their experience and ideas for using 
the labyrinth in their work. The aim of 
this article is to introduce the growing 
body of literature around contemplative/
mindfulness pedagogies and their reported 
benefits (Hart, 2004; Langer, 1993, 1997, 
2000; Palmer and Zajonc, 2010; Zajonc, 
2009), and to report on our workshop.

Clarification of Terms
Before going any further, however, it would 
be valuable to clarify some distinctions 
between how the terms contemplation, 
mindfulness and reflection are understood 
and used within this article. What seems to 
distinguish them is the degree to which the 
thinking mind is engaged.

Reflection is understood by some to be 
about retrospective thinking (cf. Schöen’s 
reflection-on-action). Bolton describes it 
as “an in-depth consideration of events 
or situations…from a variety of angles” 
(Bolton, 2010, p. 13). Contemplation, 
however, is a holding of something (e.g. 
a question, an object, a line of poetry) 
within the being, within the body/mind. A 
contemplative stance suggests this intention 
of an internal holding or beholding. 
“Mindfulness means paying attention 
in a particular way: on purpose, in the 
present moment, and non-judgementally” 
(Kabat-Zinn, 2003, p. 7) and requires a 
conscious bringing back of the attention 
to the present moment. The terms 
“contemplative practices” and “mindfulness 
practices” will be used interchangeably as 
the practices (e.g. ikebana, tai chi ch’uan, 
mindful walking, yoga, observation of 
nature, observation of the breath, silent 

sitting) are shared. Good and Yeganeh 
(2006) apply the concept of mindfulness 
to organisations as a state in which an 
individual is: 1) aware and accepting of 
changes in momentary experiences based 
on present centred awareness; 2) aware 
of and flexible with cognitive patterns/
categories; and 3) in control of attention in 
the moment to scan for new information – 
resulting in more available resources for a 
wider variety of cognitions and behaviours. 
Mindfulness is both a state, and a process. It 
is not uncommon to hear of organisational 
processes, policies and practices adopted 
which have unintended (mindless) negative 
consequences on students and staff 
experience (Haroun and Howard-Kemp, 
2012).

Some of the literature (cf Shapiro et al., 
2008) uses the term “meditation” or 
“mindfulness meditation” rather than 
“contemplation”. However, it is not a 
term used in this article (unless as part of a 
quotation or paraphrase), as it has an overtly 
religious connotation for some which could 
create a barrier to its being used by those of 
specific faiths or none. 

Brief Overview of Some 
Benefits of Contemplative 
Practices
According to the Centre for Contemplative 
Mind in Society (www.contemplativemind.
org/practices/), contemplative practices can:

•	 facilitate	 the	 development	 of	 deep	
concentration and insight 

•		 help	 develop	 the	 “observer”	 faculty,	
enabling one to step back, gain distance, 
question and reflect

•		 sharpen	focus,	concentration	and	insight

•		 manage	 stress	 and	 its	 impact	 on	 the	
body/mind

•		 generate	a	sense	of	calm	and	wellbeing
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intention and action. There are modules 
in development in mindfulness and 
professional practice as well as initiatives 
such as meditation sessions offered by 
Student Services aimed at helping students 
to cope with revision and examination 
stresses. There is also a growing group of 
staff who are interested in mindfulness and 
developing classroom practices to support a 
contemplative and creative curriculum.

Our SEDA Workshop 
[sh]The Labyrinth
The labyrinth is a tool that can provide 
contemplative time. Unlike a maze, which 
has multiple pathways, and the potential to 
lose oneself, the labyrinth has a single path 
leading to and from the centre. This releases 
the person walking from all decisions about 
direction and path and, as a result, has the 
potential to facilitate focused rather than 
scattered attention. 

[sh]The Workshop
Jeff and Kimberly Saward have been 
researching and designing labyrinths for 
many decades and facilitated the workshop. 
Jeff began by putting the labyrinth in its 
historical and cultural context. The basic 
labyrinth design has been dated to around 
2500BC, found on prehistoric petroglyph 
on a river bank in Goa (Saward, 2003). He 
showed how this basic design has appeared 
around the world and how it has developed 
into intricate patterns of great beauty, each 
with its single path to the centre. He then 
showed how these apparently complex 
labyrinths with their many circuits start 
from a simple “seed pattern”. For the 
classical labyrinth design the seed pattern 
consists of an equal-armed cross, four 
brackets and four dots (Hancock, 2011). 
The points of the seed pattern are simply 
joined together to create a seven-circuit 
labyrinth. Armed with knowledge of this 
technique, participants at the workshop 
were able to move from a position of never 
having drawn a labyrinth to creating their 
own elaborate labyrinth designs using 
beads, fabrics, felts, pasta shapes, string 
and pens. These were table-top designs 
that might be used as finger labyrinths. Jeff 
then illustrated how easy it is to construct 
a temporary classical labyrinth for walking 
using a variety of materials including bird 
seed, plastic cups, paint, candles and other 
readily available resources. He proceeded 
to mark out two temporary labyrinths on 

organise his teaching differently, to move 
students away from a culture of dependency 
to one of respect and guiding a community 
of learners to connect and communicate 
with “the other person in his [sic] own 
terms” (Wesch, 2011, p. 27). 

There are synergies between Kahane and 
Wesch’s chapters and Robin Youngson’s 
book, Time to Care: How to love your 
patients and your job. In it he describes an 
environment in which many members of 
the health service workforce are stressed, 
fatigued and under pressure to do more with 
less time. He sets out the case for treating the 
whole person backed up with wide-ranging 
scientific evidence. He acknowledges “the 
links between psychological, emotional 
and physical health; the neuroscience 
of interpersonal connection and how 
profoundly we influence one-another” 
(Youngson, 2012, p. 11). The themes of 
connecting and engaging individuals with 
each other resonate with the literature 
on student belonging in the classroom, 
that is, “the extent to which students feel 
personally accepted, respected, included 
and supported by others in the social 
environment” (Goodenow, 1993, p. 80). 
A sense of belonging has been linked to 
wellbeing (Baumeister and Leary, 1995) 
and is “one of the most important needs 
of all students to function well in learning 
environments” (Cashmore et al, 2012, p. 
12). Tobin Hart (2004) summarises a range 
of research into the impact of contemplation 
on learning and behaviour in the classroom. 
There are also many examples in the USA 
of contemplative practices being used 
in higher education such as in the Art 
Appreciation course offered at Amhurst 
College by Arthur Zajonc and Joel Upton 
(Zajonc, 2009).

A Contemplative Curriculum – 
the Possibilities
At the University of Westminster we have 
mindfulness projects and activities at 
different levels. We have a university-wide 
Change Academy Project supported by the 
Higher Education Academy (HEA) entitled 
“Developing a mindful organisation – 
Being and becoming the institution we 
desire to be” (Haroun and Howard-Kemp, 
2012). The aim of this project is to utilise 
the principles, and practice, of mindfulness 
to embed the ethos and values of the 
University’s institutional strategic goals 
and vision by creating coherence between 

•		 provide	 space	 and	 relief	 from	 stressful	
and distracting thoughts.

David Kahane (2011) discusses how he 
came to explore and clarify what “presence” 
in teaching meant for him. He shares his 
experience of moving from a “pedagogy of 
lack” in an environment in which leading 
a large module with a multiple team 
meant covering gaps and inadequacies, 
to an approach in which the team were 
deliberately being themselves facilitators 
of learning from a “place of curiosity and 
unknowing” staying with the present-
moment experience. The approach shifted 
the experience for tutors and students, with 
the module moving from a course that was 
poorly perceived to one which became 
award-winning. When he later started 
to learn basic contemplative practice, he 
found “there was a connection between 
this mindfulness practice and many of the 
things I had been seeking in my teaching: 
an ability to be present to the nuances of 
the classroom in each moment, a sense of 
fundamental adequacy rather than lack, 
an open non-judgemental curiosity about 
my own experience, and skilled ways of 
supporting others in this kind of learning” 
(Kahane, 2011, p. 20). For Kahane, 
“a meditative orientation allows me to 
recognise the powerful energies underlying 
‘anxiety’ and to channel these into my 
teaching” (p. 22). In addition to this, 
Palmer (2009) asserts that “contemplative 
time supports becoming self-aware, slowing 
down and making choices that are life-giving 
and soul-nourishing” (p. 249) – effects that 
could benefit not only the practitioner 
but all those in their community, whether 
social or academic. For a full overview of 
research findings regarding the benefits of 
meditation, see Shapiro et al. (2008).

Michael Wesch is best known for his video 
“A Vision of Students Today” which went 
viral, but his approach (Wesch, 2011, p. 
24) is one of, “loving your audience” which 
he describes as “a simple shift of focus from 
yourself and your performance to your 
students and their learning”, and whilst he 
concedes that “this may seem like a minor 
shift, putting these ideas into practice has 
slowly and completely transformed my 
teaching. It has changed what I teach, 
how I teach, and even why I teach. It has 
me asking what, how and why in new 
ways, and asking other questions I would 
never have considered as well”. He goes on 
to describe how this approach led him to 
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with “emergence” in leadership. 
Labyrinth walking would be one activity 
that encourages “contemplation”, 
“mindfulness” – giving time and space 
for “emergent” processes

•		 supporting	students	–	something	about	
goal setting, managing time and anxiety

•		 I	 was	 struck	 by	 the	 idea	 of	 using	 the	
drawing of labyrinths to calm the mind 
and also to tap into creative minds of the 
students

•	 I	 was	 also	 interested	 in	 using	 the	
labyrinth to explore concepts related 
to relationships in a body-centred way. 
For example, what is your response in 
walking the labyrinth when someone is 
in your way? Do you always yield? Do 
you get frustrated? Etc.

•		 I	think	this	experiential	exploration	links	
well to reflective practice in exploring 
ideas in a physical way

•		 Reflective	 time	 as	 part	 of	 dissertation	
planning, holding questions

•		 As	a	group	bonding	process	prior	to	peer	
working

•		 Bringing	 quietness,	 stillness,	 beauty,	
time for reflection and restoration into 
many different work and study contexts.

Conclusion
A labyrinth is but one approach to bringing 
mindful practices to students and staff in 

decision making can often be improved 
by participants agreeing to observe a 
deliberate pause after a contribution 
before continuing. A labyrinth could 
work on the same principle of building 
in a structured time for reflection

•		 as	 an	 alternative	 way	 of	 experiencing	
mindful walking. This would take place 
within the context of an MA in Global 
Management. I will also discuss the 
concept of labyrinth with our Disability 
Officer

•		 contemplation,	 reflective	 practice;	
calming - students and staff; explore 
roles e.g. boundaries; exploring 
theoretical concepts in an embodied way

•		 reflective	 practice	 –	 explore	 how	 we	
can use the labyrinth in this context; 
mindfulness – incorporate into 
workshops as a tool; will also consider 
using it within my own practice as a 
psychotherapist

•		 having	a	permanent	one	on	campus	for	
stressed staff and students to walk; or 
a temporary one for special occasions 
e.g. at annual Teaching and Learning 
Symposium

•	 produce	 one	 in	 my	 garden;	 show	
friends how to construct one; explore 
a labyrinth/combine with walking 
meditation

•		 within	Leadership/Management	–	tying	
in to a broad movement that is concerned 

the workshop floor, one with rope and the 
second with masking tape. Each took about 
20 minutes to construct. Participants, 
who wanted to, then had time to walk the 
labyrinth on their own or as part of a group. 

The Participants

There were 15 participants who were either 
currently working in Higher Education 
or who had done so until recently. Roles 
included that of counsellor, dyslexia support 
advisor, librarian, lecturer and freelance 
consultant.

After the session we wrote to the participants 
and asked them: What sorts of ideas do you 
have for using the labyrinth? 

Below is a selection of responses that 
demonstrate a range of opportunities 
arising from one experience of walking the 
labyrinth:

•	 an	experiential	activity	to	help	students	
with both personal and academic 
reflection

•		 constructive	 doodling;	 self-esteem	
building – success of drawing one

•		 stress	 reduction;	 reflection	 generally;	
balancing emotions; ability to study

•		 using	with	counselling	clients	in	parallel	
with their counselling sessions; teaching 
and learning as a reflective tool

•		 creating	 a	 contemplation	 area	 for	
relaxation at the University

•		 raising	 awareness	 of	 pacing	 of	 self	 in	
context of e.g. time management, 
Personal Development Planning, study/
revision, lesson planning, problem 
solving and creative thinking activities.

•		 in	group	project	work,	e.g.	when	groups	
want to make a group decision such as 
agreeing on or allocating roles, deciding 
on a course of action, agreeing on a 
solution, or troubleshooting a problem 
that has arisen (that might very well be 
due to group dynamics). Before people 
make a decision, they take time out, stop 
talking and walk a labyrinth, or those 
who want to do so do so (others could 
take time out instead provided they 
respect the silence) 

•		 in	problem-based	learning	(PBL),	where	
there is a heavy emphasis on group work 
and group decision making. Build in a 
walk at key points in the PBL process. 
There’s plenty of evidence that in group 
discussions the quality of thinking and 
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higher education. Not all will be disposed 
to these forms of practices and there may 
be (initial) resistance. Some who have 
walked the labyrinth have reported that 
“it didn’t do much for me” or that it was 
“disorientating”. This evidences the fact 
that there are individual differences and that 
no one activity will produce the same felt 
effects for all. However, many experience the 
process positively. At their heart, mindful 
practices are ways to “support important 
affective and interpersonal capacities 
that foster psychological well-being and 
the development of the ‘whole person’” 
(Shapiro et al, p. 4) as well as traditionally 
valued academic skills. 

We would be very interested to explore 
these ideas further with colleagues in other 
institutions and across disciplinary contexts, 
both with educators and with staff who 
work to support the student experience in 
different capacities. It would be instructive 
to engage in research to discover how the 
implementation of such practices affect 
staff and students – whether in terms of 
wellbeing or in terms of enhanced learning.

It would also be instructive to learn if 
mindfulness practices can:

•		 lead	to	greater	empathy	

•	 affect	 teachers’/students’	 perceptions	
of their effectiveness in the classroom 
(whether via enhanced relationships/
enthusiasm/greater calm (lack of 
overwhelm) 

•		 aid	the	development	of	equanimity	and	
resilience

•		 support	staff	and	students’	wellbeing	at	
times of stress and uncertainty.

Consequently, we have plans for a follow-
up SEDA workshop on Contemplative 
Practices and Pedagogies. We would love to 
hear from anyone who has similar interests 
or who would like to be kept abreast of our 
workshop plans.

Acknowledgements: We would like to 
acknowledge the input and support of 
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What is a HERDSA TATAL?
Good teaching takes time and commitment. 
Few teachers would disagree with this 
statement which also resonates strongly in 
the literature (see McCormack & Kennelly, 
2011). The TATAL (Talking about 
Teaching and Learning) workshop program 
offers a rare opportunity for time-poor 
academics to devote productive periods 
towards their professional growth. Each 
workshop builds on the previous in a way 
that supports the participants’ reflections 
and ongoing development. For this reason, 
participants who commit to participate in 
the workshops below will need to commit 
to all of the workshops which follow the 
pre-conference workshop. 

Following the success at the 2011 and 
2012 HERDSA Conferences, a group of 
TATALers have had a third HERDSA 
TATAL accepted by the Auckland 
conveners. The TATAL workshops seek to 
develop cohorts of reflective practitioners 
who meet regularly to enhance their 
teaching and the learning of their students 
through for example, development of a 
teaching philosophy statement. Simply 
TATAL is an approach that creates spaces 
and places for learning.

At the 2013 Conference, the program will 
begin with a pre-conference workshop and 
continue with a session each day of the 
conference:

 Pre-conference: Participants will 
begin to construct their teaching 
philosophy statement by free writing 
their response to the questions: Why is 
being a teacher important to me? What 
personal experiences inform/motivate 
my teaching? 

 During conference: Participants will 
free write, share, reflect and rewrite 
responses to the following questions 
such as: What do I believe about 
teaching? What do I believe about 
learning? Why do I hold these beliefs? 
How are your beliefs about learning 

and teaching played out in your 
teaching context?

 Final day: By the end of the 
conference, delegates who participated 
in each activity will have had time (7.5 
hours) to produce a draft teaching 
philosophy statement and to have 
received collaborative feedback on 
their statement.

Following the conference TATAL groups 
will continue, face to face for home 
delegates and virtually for delegates from 
geographically diverse regions, to finalise 
their teaching philosophy statement and to 
prepare a teaching portfolio. The decision 
to commit or not to continue meeting as a 
group can be made by individuals following 
the conference. The facilitators will provide 
materials and initial mentoring to support 
the ongoing conversations.

Conference delegates prepared to share 
stories about their teaching and learning 
would be welcomed and encouraged to 
attend. The workshops will be limited to 40 
participants. 

Why did the Conference 
Conveners Accept our 
Proposal? 
1. TATAL’s connection, engagement and 

safety create a space in a place where 
individual and collective openness 
to risk taking is possible (includes 
confidentiality). Such a space supports 
continuing inquiry through narrative 
construction of a teaching portfolio. 
As suggested by one TATALer from 
within this safe space and place, 
personal discoveries about sense of self 
as a teacher and professional discoveries 
about teaching practice emerge. 

The collaborative and open nature of 
the TATAL group provides an excellent 
arena for discussing a wide range of 
learning and teaching issues, no matter 
what level of experience you have.

 These discoveries contribute to 
journal and conference publications 
and recognition and reward through 
teaching awards and HERDSA 
Fellowships. The emerging sense 
of ownership furthers on-going 
connection as a conversation 
community. 

2. TATAL creates and sustains 
peer connections and enriches 
interdisciplinary connections across 
space. The TATAL workshops bring 
together conference attendees from 
across disciplines, across across 
institutions, from early career to 
senior late career academics and across 
countries as outlined in this quote 
from a TATALer. 

One of TATAL’s strengths is the mix 
of disciplines in the group because we 
each come from a different perspective. 
I think it helps to have different levels of 
teaching experience in the group too. For 
instance, some of [name of participant] 
comments have really made me think 
about things I have been doing without 
much thought for years ... 

 TATAL also creates an environment 
within which to sustain these 
connections beyond the life of the 
conference. For example, the TATALs 
established at the 2011 Gold Coast 
Conference and the 2012 Hobart 
Conference each met four times during 
the conference and have met regularly 
since the conference using audio 
Skype. 

So Why Join the 2013 TATAL 
Community in Auckland? 
(A) Supports HERDSA’s mission 

generally and strategic directions for 
the future specifically

	 •	 Facilitate	the	scholarly	investigation	
of learning and teaching. 

  Involvement in a TATAL group is an 
ideal way to extend your approach to 
teaching and learning in a scholarly 
way that is steeped in reflection and 

By Robert Kennelly, John Gilchrist, Coralie McCormack, Lee Partridge, 
Gesa Ruge, Stuart Schonell & Geoff Treloar 

Why Make Time at the HERDSA Conference in 
Auckland to TATAL
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in his support for reflective practice and the 
use of teaching portfolios. He is currently 
a visiting HERDSA Fellow at UWA where 
he continues to promote collaborative 
reflective practice and facilitates a small 
group of international PhD students 
developing their tutoring skills.

Dr Coralie McCormack is an Adjunct 
Associate Professor in the Teaching and 
Learning Centre at the University of 
Canberra. She specialises in capacity 
building for leadership in learning and 
teaching through institutional and national 
teaching awards, mentoring programs and 
teaching and learning communities of 
practice. Coralie is an active member of the 
HERDSA executive where she focuses her 
work on HERDSA Fellowships group and 
the New Scholars of Learning and Teaching 
group. 

Dr Lee Partridge is an academic developer 
working within The University of Western 
Australia’s Centre for the Advancement of 
Teaching and Learning. Her professional 
interests focus largely on the support of 
early career academics and the barriers they 
face. Her passion for teaching and learning 
has inspired her to become actively involved 
in developing communities of practice 
amongst both teachers and students. Her 
research interests span a range of fields 
including academic integrity, undergraduate 
research, the first year experience and the 
teaching of graduate attributes. Lee is a 
current member of HERDSA TATAL Gold 
Coast and a facilitator in HERDSA TATAL 
2012 and is currently working towards a 
HERDSA Fellowship.

Gesa Ruge is an Assistant Professor in the 
School of Management, Faculty of Business, 
Government & Law at the University of 
Canberra. She is currently completing 
her PhD on Sustainable Development in 
the Australian Building and Construction 
Industry. Gesa moved from senior industry 
positions, which included training, 
mentoring and development to tertiary 
education in late 2009. Her passion in 
education has grown since then into research 
led teaching with a focus on connecting 
tertiary learning with generic and early 
professional skills development. Gesa also 
establishes networks and pathways for her 
graduates to support their learning and 
early career development after graduation. 
Gesa is a member of the TATAL 2012 
group, which commenced at the HERDSA 
Conference in Hobart, July 2012.

what we do.” (Skelton, A. (2009). A 
“teaching excellence” for the times we 
live in? Teaching in Higher Education, 
14(1), p. 109)

My confidence in myself as a teacher has 
increased. I feel more willing to try to 
implement types of assessment that allow 
students to take their own risks with 
their learning (with the hope that they 
may learn more than if the assessment 
only asks them to play it safe). I think 
this will help students to feel more 
confident too. (ACT 2010 TATAL 
participant)

Facilitators see the HERDSA TATAL as a 
service to members and so recommend no 
charge. 

HTA Facilitators: Who will you 
Meet in Auckland?
Dr. John Gilchrist is a Senior Lecturer in 
Law and holds Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor 
of Laws and Master of Laws degrees 
from Monash University, a PhD in Law 
from QUT and a Graduate Certificate in 
Higher Education from the University of 
Canberra. He has developed more than 
eight undergraduate and postgraduate 
law units, and over the last ten years has 
been a member of successive Curriculum 
Review Committees for the Faculty of Law. 
In 2001 he was appointed a Fellow of the 
Centre for the Enhancement of Learning 
Teaching and Scholarship (CELTS) on the 
basis of his outstanding scholarship and 
leadership in the area of teaching. From 
2005 - 2008 he was Chair of the Learning 
and Teaching Committee of the Faculty of 
Law. In 2009 he was awarded a University 
of Canberra citation for outstanding 
contribution to student learning over a 
sustained period. Until the end of 2012 he 
was a member of the Academic Board and 
Education Committee of the University of 
Canberra. He is a TATAL 2009 participant, 
a HERDSA TATAL 2012 facilitator and 
is currently working towards a HERDSA 
Fellowship. .

Robert Kennelly is a researcher and 
facilitator at the University of Canberra. 
In semi-retirement, he complements his 
university work with activities for his 
professional association, Higher Education 
Research and Development Society of 
Australasia (HERDSA). He is a pioneer 
HERDSA Fellow and had his Fellowship 
renewed again in 2012. He is a former 
member of the HERDSA Fellowship 
Committee. He is an addicted collaborator 

research. (2011 HERDSA TATAL 
participant)

	 •	 Encourage	and	disseminate	research	
on teaching, and learning among 
tertiary educators. (2008 TATAL 
members published a HERDSA 
Guide, Miley et al 2012)

	 •	 Provide	 a	 forum	 to	 discuss	 issues	
relevant to tertiary education.

	 •	 Contribute	 to	 the	 professional	
development of members.

	 •	 Encourage	scholarship,	high	quality	
research and publications and 
community forums to explore our 
field of knowledge and ongoing 
learning. 

	 •	 Provide	 support	 for	 colleagues	
preparing applications for HERDSA 
fellowships. 

  My involvement in this group has 
scaffolded my preparation for a 
HERDSA fellowship in a way that 
was measured and systematic. The 
group provides a clear direction and 
purpose for the application and helped 
me to clarify my own thinking behind 
the application. (2011 HERDSA 
TATAL participant)

(B) Positions participants’ investigations 
of their own teaching and their 
students’ learning within a scholarly 
framework (outlined in McCormack 
& Kennelly, 2011) among a network 
fostering the scholarship of teaching and 
learning (2009 TATAL participant). 
On completion of the HERDSA 
2013 Conference TATAL workshops 
participants will have enhanced their 
skills and confidence in talking and 
writing about teaching and learning. 

I have found the experience of being 
a TATAL member a wonderful 
opportunity to regularly reflect on my 
teaching and to make constructive and 
evidence-informed plans for the future. 
(2011 HERDSA TATAL participant)

The workshop has enabled me to 
identify the components of a teaching 
philosophy and positioned me to develop 
my understanding of them. (2012 
HERDSA TATAL participant)

(C) Promotes teaching excellence 
through development of a teaching 
philosophy statement: “Teaching 
excellence involves developing a 
personal philosophy of teaching. This 
is one of the hardest things to do in a 
postmodern world full of possibilities, 
but it is crucial to give direction to 
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Figure 1: Overview of workshop program 
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Stuart Schonell is the Senior Teaching 
Fellow for the Faculty of Business at the 
University of Tasmania. Stuart teaches in the 
areas of human resource management and 
educational leadership however his main 
focus with the Faculty is on curriculum 
development, change and compliance, 
and the development of lecturer’s teaching 
skills. Stuart has been with the University 
of Tasmania since 2009 and previous 
to this spent 8 years in the VET sector 
where he worked for a regional TAFE 
and then managed a registered training 
organisation operating in Western Australia 
and Queensland specialising in business 
management, training and assessment, and 
indigenous work readiness programs. He 
has worked on state committees reviewing 
training packages and developed the 
Western Australian RPL tools in Training 
and Assessment for the Department of 
Education and Training. Stuart is currently 
undertaking a PhD and researching the 
development of ethical attributes in 
business graduates and looking for evidence 
of these attributes in employed graduates. 
Stuart is a current member of HERDSA 
TATAL Hobart.

Dr Geoff Treloar is Director of Learning 
and Teaching in the Australian College of 
Theology. Part of his responsibility in this 
role is to foster and enhance learning and 
teaching across the 18 affiliated colleges of 
the consortium. Having taught at all levels 
of the Australian education system (schools, 

TAFE colleges, universities and private 
higher education providers), he remains 
enthusiastic about teaching and what it 
can do for teachers and the taught alike. 
As a Visiting Fellow in the Department of 
History in the School of Humanities at the 
University of New South Wales, Geoff is 
“research active” in the modern history of 
Christianity and edits Lucas: An Evangelical 
History Review. He is a current member 
of HERDSA TATAL Hobart, and sees 
HERDSA membership as a way of bringing 
theological education into vital contact 
with the higher education sector at large. 

The facilitation team will include two New 
Zealand HERDSA members. 

For more information 
Kennelly, R., McCormack, C., Gilchrist, 

J., Islam, J., & Partridge, L. (2012). 
Making time at HERDSA 2012 to 
TATAL (Talking about teaching and 
learning). HERDSA News, 34(1), 26.

Islam, J., Gilchrist, J., Kennelly, R., 
McCormack, C., Ferguson, S., 
& Hancock, E. (2012). TATAL 
participants speak out about 
connections that enhance learning and 
teaching. A showcase at the Higher 
Education Research and Development 
Society of Australasia 2012 Connections 
in Higher Education, 2–5 July, Hobart, 
Tasmania.

Kennelly, R., McCormack, C., Gilchrist, 
J., Islam, J., & Partridge, L. (2012). 
Making time at HERDSA to TATAL 
(Talking about teaching and learning). 
HERDSA News, 34(2), 30.

McCormack, C., & Kennelly, R. (2011). 
“We must get together and really 
talk…”. Connection, engagement and 
safety sustain learning and teaching 
conversation communities. Reflective 
Practice 12(4), 515–531.

Miley, F., Cram, B., Griffin, A., Kennelly, 
R., McCormack, C., & Read, A. (2012). 
Using stories in Teaching. HERDSA 
guides, Milperra, NSW.

Skelton, A. (2009). A “teaching excellence” 
for the times we live in? Teaching in 
Higher Education, 14(1), 107–112.

For a visual representation of a HERDSA 
TATAL please look at the diagram on the 
previous page.

Acknowledgements: The facilitators wish 
to acknowledge support for the TATAL 
program from the Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT) Branch of HERDSA and 
the University of Canberra Teaching and 
Learning Centre. We also wish to thank 
the participants in the 2008, 2009, 2010 
and 2011 and 2012 HERDSA conference 
TATAL groups for their enthusiasm and 
willingness to take the risk of talking to 
others about their teaching. Thanks also to 
Tarthra Kennelly for the diagram.
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In July 2012, I officially became 
a HERDSA Fellow. It was the 
culmination of a long, but valuable, 

process of professional learning. My 
initial engagement with the HERDSA 
Fellowship Scheme was in 2010, when I 
was approaching a cross-roads in my career 
and also needed to move from my location 
at the time in regional Victoria back to 
South East Queensland. Working towards 
a HERDSA Fellowship was an excellent 
way of crystalising the values, principles 
and theories that underpinned my teaching 
practice. I suspect that the preparation of the 
Fellowship portfolio rarely proceeds exactly 
as planned, and mine was no exception. 

In January 2011, I moved from La Trobe 
University in Bendigo, Victoria to The 
University of Queensland, in Brisbane. As 
a UQ Alumnus, who had grown up near 
the main campus, this was in every respect 
a “return home.” This move also created the 
opportunity to move out of my academic 
discipline of outdoor environmental 
education into the new world of educational 
development. It was challenging to shift 
both my academic role and my employer 
at the same time. To do so, in the middle 
of my Fellowship portfolio preparation, 
proved to be both inconvenient and helpful. 
My change of roles required a fundamental 
rethink on my responses to the criteria that 
all fellows respond to in their portfolio, but 
it also prompted me to be much clearer 
about my own practice as an academic. 
This was ultimately beneficial to my new 
role of working with other academics to 
enhance teaching and learning across my 
new university. 

The 18 months I spent preparing my 
Fellowship Portfolio was also complicated 
by the fact that in July 2011, I became 
a member of the HERDSA Executive. 
Ironically, I also joined the HERDSA 
Fellowship Sub-committee. I believe this 
has been valuable for both me and the 
sub-committee because my experience as 
a recent Fellowship registrant provided a 
current perspective on the strengths and 
weaknesses of the Fellowship scheme. 

The preparation and assessment of my 
Fellowship portfolio was challenging, in part 
because I have always found the peer review 
process used in academia difficult. As a 
“recovering perfectionist” I have not always 
welcomed criticism, and I had to summon 
all my emotional intelligence to disentangle 
myself from the (mostly) helpful feedback 
provided by the reviewers of my Fellowship 
portfolio. I am a believer that reviewers 
aren’t necessarily always right, but they do 
provide important perspectives on how to 
improve our work. For me personally, the 
trick has been to not become excessively 
defensive about my ideas or the way I have 
expressed them. With the guidance of the 
Fellowship sub-committee I was able to 
address the reviewer’s feedback on my initial 
Portfolio and resubmit a Portfolio that met 
the assessment criteria.  

On reflection, there’s probably never 
a perfect time to prepare a HERDSA 
Fellowship portfolio , but there are 
always benefits no matter the timing. It 
requires a comparable amount of work 
and commitment as writing a good peer-
reviewed paper, and there are always 

competing pressures for an academic’s time 
and energy. I think a distinct advantage 
of the HERDSA Fellowship scheme is 
that the process is non-competitive. If a 
registrant is prepared to engage with, and 
respond to, the reviewer’s feedback on their 
portfolio the likelihood of success is very 
high. Sadly, the same is not always true of 
the competitive processes like submitting 
papers to higher tier journals or applying 
for competitive grants. 

One of the best things about the new 
HERDSA Fellowship Scheme is that in 
2013 some significant improvements will 
be announced, in response to an extensive 
external review of the scheme conducted 
by Associate Professor Michele Scoufis. In 
particular, the scheme will become primarily 
a recognition scheme, and although 
opportunities for continued professional 
development will be provided, there will 
be no ongoing renewal requirements 
for Fellows. There will also be funded 
opportunities for Fellows to engage in 
networking, professional development, and 
service to both the HERDSA and broader 
higher education communities. 

Ultimately, everyone needs to find their 
own reasons to work towards becoming 
a HERDSA fellow. For me, it provided 
a tangible way of demonstrating my 
commitment to, and excellence in, teaching 
and learning in the tertiary education sector. 
There’s no doubt, submitting a portfolio to 
be scrutinised by colleagues is a risk. For 
me the reward was worth it. I hope that 
others can see value in engaging with the 
Fellowship scheme in the future. 

By Glyn Thomas 

A HERDSA Fellowship: The Rewards Offset 
the Risks

The heRDSA FellowS Column
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Following the external review of the 
Fellowship Scheme conducted by 
Associate Professor Michele Scoufis, 

the HERDSA executive has confirmed the 
following: 

•	 The	purpose	of	the	Scheme	is	to:
 ◦ Improve the quality of educational 

practice through critical reflection
 ◦ Recognise and reward good 

educational practice
 ◦ Offer an avenue for peer 

collaboration.
•		 The	Scheme	is	intended	for	academics	

or leaders who have made a significant 
personal commitment to the 
improvement of teaching and learning 
in a tertiary education context. 
Fellows may come from a range of 
positions including: discipline-focused 
academic, educational developer, 
student support, or leadership roles. 

•		 Becoming	a	HERDSA	fellow	involves	
the preparation of a Portfolio under 
the guidance of a mentor and having 
that Portfolio assessed by two Fellows 
from the Panel of Assessors. 

•		 The	fellowship	scheme	will	continue	to	
provide opportunities for: 

 ◦ Personal and professional 
development

 ◦ Connections: collegiality and 
collaboration

 ◦ Recognition of achievements 

Some of the key changes or improvements 
to the Fellowship scheme, which have 

been adopted as a consequence of the 
recommendations of the external review 
include: 

1) Simplification of the administration of 
the fellowship scheme and award of the 
fellowships, in the following ways: 

	 •	 The	 removal	 of	 the	 previous	
requirement for Fellows to renew 
their fellowship status every three 
years. The only requirement to 
maintain fellowship status is to 
pay additional $50 Fellowship fee 
on top of the HERDSA annual 
membership fee. 

	 •	 All	 past	 Fellows	 who	 have	 not	
maintained their Fellowship 
status will be invited to rejoin the 
HERDSA Fellowship community. 
Reinstatement is available 
immediately by emailing the 
HERDSA office. Reinstated fellows, 
simply pay the normal annual 
Fellowship fee ($50), when they 
next renew their annual HERDSA 
membership. Past fellows who are 
not current HERDSA members, 
simply rejoin HERDSA and pay the 
fellowship fee. 

	 •	 The	 guide	 for	 Fellowship	
Registrants on their portfolio 
preparation has been shortened and 
simplified. Additional resources for 
Fellowship Registrants, including 
annotated examples from successful 
applications, will be available soon. 

	 •	 A	 more	 consistent	 approach	 to	
assessment through the creation 

of a Panel of Assessors whose 
members take responsibility for the 
assessment of Fellowship Portfolios 
for a two-year period. 

	 •	 Improved	 training	 of	 mentors	 for	
registrants and portfolio assessors

2) Increased opportunities for fellows to 
engage in a collegial network and “give 
back” to the HERDSA Fellowship 
community, including:

	 •	 A	proposal	 to	 establish	 a	 “Council	
of Fellows.” It is anticipated that 
the Council of Fellows will plan 
professional learning opportunities 
for Fellows to be partially funded by 
the annual Fellowship fees. 

	 •	 Opportunity	 to	 be	 trained	 and	
serve on a “Panel of Assessors” on a 
rotating two-year cycle.

	 •	 Greater	 recognition	 of	 the	
expertise of fellows with increased 
opportunities for collaboration and 
service to HERDSA and the broader 
higher education communities.

As the 2013 conference coincides with 
the 10th Anniversary of the HERDSA 
Fellowship Scheme special activities are 
being planned for Fellows at the conference. 
In addition to the annual Fellows dinner, 
there will be an exclusive pre-conference 
workshop for Fellows focused on Fellowship 
Mentoring, to be facilitated by Associate 
Professor Cristina Poyatos Matas. 

By Glyn Thomas 

HERDSA Fellowship Scheme Update 2013
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In February 2013 Paula Myatt was 
fortunate to be able to organise and 
participate in an academic writing 
retreat at Spicers Hidden Vale Resort, 
Queensland, Australia. Together with a 
group of 14 academics, she spent three and 
a half days focussing on writing. Here, she 
reflects on her experiences of writing with 
others at that retreat.

A lot of academics believe they can’t 
write. Because many of us have 
travelled from the relative comfort of 

our disciplinary writing into the discomfort 
of writing about teaching and learning 
scholarship, we often feel out of our depth, 
with new terminology to comprehend, new 
methods of data gathering and analysis, and 
new literature to understand. But you can 
write you just have to believe it.

When you are busy at work you have many 
excuses for why you don’t write. But what 
happens when you attend a writing retreat? 
I was scared that, when I sat down to write, 
I would find that actually I couldn’t. This 
was a real fear for me. I soon discovered that 
I was not alone.

The participants at this year’s retreat were 
predominantly new to the Scholarship of 
Teaching and Learning (SoTL). When I 
found myself taking on a leadership role 
and facilitating the start of a workshop 
session, I began by reading a reflective piece 
I had written 4 years ago as I was writing, 
redrafting and refining my first SoTL 
conference paper. Amazingly, the academics 
new to SoTL at the session found my 
experience and advice to be valuable and 
encouraged me to explore the possibility of 
publishing the piece. Even I was surprised 
when I read what I had written - a guide 
born from my reflections and designed 
to help me (and only me) when I came 
to write my next conference paper. The 
guide showed the steps I took, the logical 
approaches, the immense value of quality 
feedback. Most importantly for me, it 

highlighted how far I had travelled from 
new scholar to now.

I have reproduced that guide here – a 
step-by-step process for writing a SoTL 
conference paper. It is a naïve reflection, 
showing my sense of achievement and 
acknowledging the truly basic steps to 
constructing a conference paper. I hope this 
reflection assists and inspires others, in the 
way that it was also received at the recent 
writing retreat.

***

“Reflecting on Writing a Conference Paper 
2009”

Step 1: I actually began by reading through 
papers from previous proceedings of this 
conference. I saw the structure of many 
papers, the use of traditional and non-
traditional headings, noted some sentence 
starters and the use of graphs and tables. I 
particularly looked for papers which might 
be similar to mine, or at least be not too 
far removed. I used pen and paper to write 
some headings and note some words that 
I might use in some parts of the paper. I 
found a paper which had the heading “The 
Research Questions” and I realised this was 
a useful heading and I would also use it. I 
mapped out the topics I needed to cover in 
the discussion.

Step 2: I began the writing by opening 
the Abstract document I had already 
submitted to the conference and saving it 
as the “paper”. I then used this Abstract 
and the “Guidelines to Authors”, to which 
I added the subheadings of “Introduction”, 
“Methods and materials”, “Results”, 
“Discussion” and “References”. I felt as if I 
had the makings of a paper already.

Step 3: After I had written the Introduction, 
had some references in the “Reference” 
section, had written the methods section 
and also subheadings for the Results section 
I send this skeleton to Helen – a senior 

colleague, who was friendly, experienced, 
and who had offered to read anything I 
wrote, anytime.

Step 4: Helen’s responses were very useful 
indeed. She made comments such as:

Although an extended abstract was 
required for refereeing in the first 
instance, you can shorten this for the 
paper itself. Aim for about 150 words 
for this abstract, and then you can use 
some of the extra words in the paper.

I’ve tried to unpack the research 
questions to make them a little sharper 
and also more open rather than closed 
(and thus amenable only to yes/no 
answers):

 - Paula’s version:
  Did the undergraduate students 

make significant gains in knowledge, 
skills and “Being a scientist” and 
are these gains similar to those 
reported in the previous American 
study? And further more, did the 
experience have a significant impact 
on their future career decisions or 
not?

 - Helen’s version:
  The research addressed the following 

questions:
  1.What benefits did undergraduate 

students experience from their 
participation in the Summer 
Research Scholarship?

  2. How did these benefits compare 
with those reported in previous 
research?

  3. To what extent did participation 
in the research impact on students’ 
future career decisions?

It would help here to describe the 
structure of the survey – were the items 
grouped in sections addressing different 
issues? Give a couple of examples of 
survey items in each section so the 
reader gets the flavour of it.

Growing in Confidence: A Reflection on the Process 
of Writing a Conference Paper

SuppoRTing new SCholARS Column
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of sharing our writing experiences. At 
the retreat people shared their writing 
challenges, we worked together to improve 
our skills and we planned our future writing 
commitments. Some people committed to 
writing a little every day, some to writing 
one day each week or one day each month 
or forming small collaborative writing 
groups. Overall everyone was strong in 
their commitment to writing and stronger 
in believing themselves to be writers.

I hope that my reflections (from such a long 
time ago it seems) are of practical value to 
new SoTL practitioners. Importantly they 
are of value to me, enabling me to have 
an insight into myself as I was and gain a 
perspective that I have grown as a scholar. 
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i. Restatement of the problem
ii. Discuss how the results affect existing 

knowledge of the subject
iii. Implications for improvement of 

educational practice, if any, should be 
drawn out; and

iv. Future work.
I linked back to the research questions and 
linked back to the literature, and included 
a brief word on the future. The words just 
flowed. I sent this version to Helen and it 
was done!!

Step 9: Helen replied:

Well done, well done indeed! The paper 
is nicely written and interesting to read.  
I’m still wearing my picky hat, so 
here are a couple of very small things 
I noticed that you might like to do 
something about:

	 •	 Direct	quotations	need	 to	be	 cited	
with page number of the source. 

	 •	 Do	 you	 need	 to	 be	 consistent	
in using either single or double 
quotation marks?

Step 10: Helen’s final word:

Once you’re prepared the presentation 
you should incorporate your talk-
notes and the graphical displays into 
the paper, boost the literature section, 
elaborate more on the results, and get it 
published in a journal.

***

I confess I haven’t written that journal article 
yet (I will!) but I did get the conference 
paper accepted and published (see Myatt 
2009). Writing my reflections provided a 
useful practical resource for me, I hope it is 
now useful for others. More importantly I 
was able to see, at the recent writing retreat, 
the power of working collaboratively and 

Step 5: It was great then to make Helen’s 
suggested improvements, to make the 
abstract substantially smaller and use the 
“research questions” themselves as headings 
in the results section. I could now look more 
closely at the results, make some graphs to 
show the results more clearly and then speak 
to those results in the text. Looking through 
the qualitative data of students’ comments 
took a lot of time but having the students’ 
voice adds so much to the graphs.

Step 6: This led to the next version which 
was complete except for the Discussion. 
This version had lots of graphs and no room 
for discussion. I sent this off to Helen.

Step 7: Again Helen came through with 
wonderful help, she said:

One strategy to reduce the length is to 
look for paragraphs with very short final 
lines – edit the paragraph so this final 
line disappears. See what the paper looks 
like with no graphs – how much space 
does this free up – and keep writing. 
Use the graphs in your presentation – 
visuals are more important than text 
in presentation mode so this is where 
to exploit the graphs. Then, when you 
write this up as a journal article, just put 
the graphs back in the paper again. Easy!

She was right. Her comment to remove 
the graphs and keep them for the oral 
presentation saved a lot of space and made 
room for the discussion! Her comments in 
the paper included:

	 •	 Delete	the	graph	but	mention	here	
some of the items that rated highly

	 •	 “Data”	is	plural!!

Step 8: And so I embarked on the Discussion. 
I already knew that the Discussion needed 
to include:
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This column is my last as 
HERDSA President. The next 
issue will welcome our incoming 

President, Dr. Allan Goody, who assumes his 
position at the conclusion of the HERDSA 
conference in July.  I have worked and been 
connected with Allan across a ten year 
period, and am delighted that he has agreed 
to fill this important role.  He has been the 
guiding force for the HERDSA Guides for 
many years, and has sat on the Committee 
as an officer in that capacity.  This means 
that the ongoing Executive, which has 
predominantly agreed to continue, will be 
able to progress smoothly into its new two 
-year sinecure. I wish to acknowledge the 
dedicated work of this committed group 
of people, who put considerable time and 
energy into helping HERDSA grow and 
consolidate.   

I have sat on the Executive for eight of the 
last ten years, including six as President.  It 
has been one of the highlights of that 
period in my life and something I will 
always remember with great fondness.   I 
had no inkling that I would move into 
that role when I first nominated to join the 
executive in Christchurch in 2003.   I was 
new to the field of academic development 
and felt it was a good way to build a wider 
network and to learn more about the sector 
as a whole. While I knew of HERDSA, I 
had little real knowledge of it, though I did 
like what I had seen.  In the years since, I 
have, of course, now gained a very strong 
understanding of its history, aspirations 
and potential. I have worked with various 
committees to convey that message and 
to encourage people to think more deeply 
about their scholarship and professional 
practice.  

This is a good time to take a step back to 
reflect on what is different from when 
I joined the HERDSA executive ten 
years ago. Sometimes it can be hard to 
map the changes that emerge over a long 
period.  Progress is particularly challenging 
when it is being effected by a volunteer 
community who gets to meet, at the most, 
three times per year.    That is made even 
more challenging by working across a large 

region that spans two nations and with a 
further branch in Hong Kong.  I thought, 
therefore, that I might share with you some 
of what has been achieved over that decade.  

1. HERDSA was in a rather precarious 
financial position in 2003. It had 
experienced some hard years and 
there was little in reserve to protect 
it from unforeseen difficulties. A 
focus on financial management and 
the development of more rigorous 
budgeting practices has meant that 
HERDSA is well protected. The 
income streams from conferences 
and publications are now carefully 
overseen, and there is a clear separation 
between annual operational costs and 
strategic projects that are focused on 
adding further value to members. This 
has enabled a more confident focus on 
encouraging new sustainable initiatives 
that can support members. 

2. Our journal, HERD, has found its 
feet and is regarded as a premium 
publication. It has grown from three 
to six issues, been awarded ISI status 
and expanded in size to meet the 
growing supply of quality papers. In 
my time on the Executive we have had 
three editorial teams and models. The 
latest approach, under Barbara Grant’s 
leadership, has proven very robust, 
drawing on excellence from across the 
nations and developing a very clear 
editorial strategy. The tight link with 
Taylor and Francis has flourished 
through this time, and we have been 
delighted to see the growing reputation 
of the journal – achieved through the 
efforts of progressive HERD teams 
throughout that period. 

3. The Guides, thanks to Allan’s 
stewardship, have become a major 
flagship for HERDSA. We partnered 
with our Canadian counterparts last 
year to co-publish one of our guides, 
and aim to have two new guides each 
year (where possible). These resources 
have been carefully edited and fill an 
important niche in our suite of services. 

4. The website is one of those challenging 
underpinning architectures that needs 
to be right, but takes considerable 
effort and discussion to achieve a 
pleasing and functional outcome. 
It has been an ongoing topic of 
conversation throughout the ten years. 
We moved, after considerable work, 
from the dark green website to a more 
attractive vibrant site about five years 
ago. However, the functionality and 
accessibility still remains a challenge 
and we recently agreed to progress 
a massive overhaul yet again. These 
refinement processes are often very 
invisible to most members, but 
take an amazing amount of time to 
conceptualise, test and implement. At 
the heart of every refinement is a desire 
to achieve a more effective interface 
with our members; always challenging 
when any money spent must be seen as 
worthwhile. 

5. In 2003 our executive was fifteen 
people strong and operated as a 
collective decision making body that 
found it hard to progress projects, 
given its size. It met infrequently and 
largely maintained the status quo. 
We have worked hard on reviewing 
the Constitution to enable a more 
responsive executive, culminating 
in the big revisions approved earlier 
this year. The minimum size of the 
executive is leaner, and we have 
a better business model, with the 
Administration Manager handling 
the role of an Executive Officer. We 
have also consolidated the use of 
portfolios, with each member of the 
executive having clear responsibilities. 
This has enabled us to build very 
strong outcomes across many areas: 
the fellowships, early career scholars, 
conference management, publications 
and branch/membership strategies. We 
have seen incremental improvement 
in the linkages between branch 

By Shelda Debowski 

pReSiDenT’S Column
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As I move toward the door of the HERDSA 
Executive, I am filled with optimism and 
appreciation. I am delighted to see the 
ongoing consolidation of HERDSA’s 
identity, systems and management, so 
that it can continue to strengthen, rather 
than start afresh each time. I am thrilled 
to see the ongoing pool of volunteers at 
executive and branch levels who are willing 
to dedicate their personal time to assist 
HERDSA’s goals. I am appreciative of the 
work undertaken by many people to make 
HERDSA the jewel that it is. And I am very 
grateful that I have had the opportunity to 
work with so many wonderful people. 

I wish the new Executive every joy as they 
continue a proud history that stretches back 
forty years. It has been my pleasure to be 
part of the legacy that the new executive 
will draw on. Best wishes to you all.

Contact: shelda.debowski@nd.edu.au

has come a long way and is now well 
placed to keep evolving.

7. Finally, HERDSA has increased its 
reach within Australia and beyond. 
It has been particularly pleasing to 
see the strong ties with the Office of 
Learning and Teaching (and before it, 
ALTC) and Ako Aotearoara. HERDSA 
is also interacting with a number of 
the other higher education societies 
through the Network of Australasian 
Tertiary Associations (NATA) and 
ICED, the International Consortium 
for Educational Development. 

HERDSA has changed and matured, 
but its fundamental mission and focus 
has remained the same. It is dedicated to 
supporting the development of higher 
education. Our goal remains focused on 
encouraging scholarship, research and 
good professional practice to ensure higher 
education is a jewel in our nations’ crowns. 

chairs and the executive, and better 
communication channels between 
the Executive and members. The 
critical role of our Weekly Email and 
HERDSA News in keeping everyone 
connected has been an enduring link 
through these reconfigurations. 

6. One area that has been morphing over 
a long period is the Fellowships. After 
a long gestation and adolescence, this 
scheme has now moved into maturity 
and some of the “gawky” bits have been 
ironed out. This initiative continues 
to be an important and singular 
support for members who are ready to 
challenge themselves. Those of us who 
have worked through the process to be 
recognised as fellows understand its 
value. We have seen HERDSA Fellows 
creating ripples in many different ways: 
as practitioners, scholars, authors, 
catalysts and innovators. From its 
humble and experimental origins, it 

Thank you for this opportunity to 
introduce myself to the HERDSA 
membership and the readers of 

HERDSA News through this personal and 
professional profile. And thank you to those 
members who supported my nomination 
for President for 2013 – 2015. My term 
begins after the Auckland conference in 
July. I hope that during my term, I fulfil the 
trust and belief that you and other members 
have placed in me. 

I am a country boy at heart, originally 
from the Upper Burnett region of central 
Queensland and the Darling Downs 
west of Toowoomba. Upon graduation 
with a Bachelor of Business (Agribusiness 
and Accounting) from the University of 
Southern Queensland (then DDIAE), I 
spent six years working as an accountant in 
Brisbane including half of that time at what 
is now KPMG. In 1982 I applied for a job 
at Muresk College of Agriculture in Western 
Australia. I knew nothing about teaching 
but it seemed like a good idea at the time 

to combine my rural background and my 
educational and professional experience in 
accounting to try my hand at teaching in 
higher education. So I began my academic 
career as a tutor in agribusiness at Muresk, a 
regional campus of Curtin University (then 
Western Australian Institute of Technology). 
Arriving at Muresk, a sheep and wheat farm 
in the Avon Valley, I started to question 
my new career choice (and sometimes my 
sanity). But more than 30 years later, I am 
still here (although not teaching agriculture 
students). It was one of my best decisions.

In 1987, in pursuit of knowledge about 
good teaching, I took a sabbatical to 
the University of Illinois to study adult 
education. The decision to go to was one 
of those life decisions that turns out to be 
the right one. Often those decisions turn 
fruitful because of another individual who 
inspires and mentors. In this case it was 
Professor Violet Malone and it was only 
through meeting Violet that I started to 
understand what teaching was all about. 

I eventually stayed at Illinois for 10 years 
earning a Masters of Education (Extension 
Education) and Doctor of Education 
(Higher Education) from the University of 
Illinois where I was awarded the School of 
Education Alumni Medal upon graduation.

That immersion in study, publishing and 
work in a strong and dedicated academic 
community and my change of focus to the 
study of higher education set me on the path 
to a long career in academic development 
culminating in an ALTC Citation for 
“sustained and outstanding contributions 
to student learning through the preparation 
and ongoing development of academics as 
teachers in higher education”. 

I have come full circle back to Curtin where 
I now have a short-term part-time contract 
with the grand title of Coordinator of the 
Scholarship of Teaching and Learning. In 

By Allan Goody

Introducing the New President-Elect of 
HERDSA Allan Goody
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HERDSA has a long history of dissemination 
of scholarly research and practice though 
the annual conference and our publications. 
The Executive will continue to strengthen 
the publications with a particular focus on 
occasional papers and look at broadening 
access through electronic media. I would 
also like to further explore social media 
as an additional way of connecting the 
Executive with members and members with 
each other.
I have never really aspired to formal 
leadership – being more content to work 
alongside others to achieve common goals. I 
guess this style of leadership is more evident 
to others than to myself. A colleague 
remarked to me a couple of years back that 
the “the core feature of who you are and what 
it is that is unique about you is that you accept 
people and situations for what they are, find 
a common ground and move on from there – 
it’s what’s always impressed me about the work 
you do and your interactions with people.” It 
is my intention to continue in this manner 
and draw upon the many and diverse 
strengths of the HERDSA community 
to keep our society strong and provide a 
voice in higher education within the local 
contexts in which members work as well as 
across those boundaries and internationally. 

I joined HERDSA soon after returning to 
Australia in 1999 and have been an active 
member since. As an Officer of HERDSA 
(Guides Editor) for more than 10 years, 
I am fortunate to have an extensive 
understanding of the work of the Executive 
over a long period. Through the good work 
of previous Executives, HERDSA has a 
solid membership base and is financially 
sound. The new Executive will continue 
to build on that strong foundation with a 
focus on the membership and an efficient 
and effective Executive. I welcome your 
suggestions on how HERDSA can best 
serve you. Suggestions have already started 
coming in so I know we have work to do. 
I am fortunate to already have a strong 
network of colleagues in higher education 
both within Australasia and internationally. 
I look forward to meeting new colleagues 
at HERDSA events over the next couple of 
years. I also encourage members who have 
let their membership lapse to renew your 
membership and contribute to the society 
and take advantage of the benefits of being 
a HERDSA member.
Contact: agoody56@gmail.com

education but also of the remarkable 
similarities in what we are all trying to 
achieve. My guess is that the majority 
of HERDSA members share the goal of 
ensuring that students have a positive 
experience of higher education yet they 
pursue that goal through teaching and 
learning, support services, administration, 
research, the scholarship of teaching 
and learning, international outreach and 
advocacy. This means the HERDSA has 
the ability to influence higher education on 
many levels.
In addition, the membership is spread 
across a wide geographical area and 
HERSDA’s reach goes even further than 
that. The role of the Executive is to ensure 
that we meet the needs of all of our 
members. Our branch committees play a 
vital role in supporting members and as a 
national executive we need to support those 
committees in their work at the local level 
to grow HERDSA’s regional networks. I 
also see a role for HERDSA in supporting 
the development of organisations devoted 
to the promotion of higher education 
in neighbouring countries in Asia and 
the Pacific. Some of this outreach can be 
supported by HERDSA’s membership 
of the International Consortium for 
Educational Development (ICED). But it is 
the wealth of knowledge and experience of 
individual HERDSA members that we can 
harness to further enrich higher education 
in our region. I welcome your suggestions 
about how we might begin to do this. We 
have much to learn from our colleagues in 
those countries too.
The current Executive has a number of 
priorities and I see the new Executive 
continuing those priorities including a 
review and further modernisation of the 
constitution and moving the Fellowship 
scheme forward following the external 
review. A major focus over the next 18 
months is to use the findings of the report 
Australian tertiary learning and teaching 
scholarship and research 2007-2012 and 
capitalise on the opportunities presented 
by the HERDSA project Facilitation 
of advocacy and leadership in enhancing 
learning and teaching in the higher education 
community. This OLT funded project 
provides HERDSA with the resources 
to extend the scope of the dissemination 
of individual projects and research by 
connecting with our regional communities 
and extend across national boundaries and 
draw upon the work being done through 
other teaching and learning bodies such as 
Ako Aotearoa.

this role, I contribute to the enhancement 
of teaching and learning through academic 
development activities and coordinating 
Curtin’s involvement in the Australian 
Government Office for Learning and 
Teaching awards and grants programs. I 
am also a higher education consultant, a 
role that provides me with opportunities to 
engage more broadly in a range of activities 
to gain a wider perspective of the sector 
and higher education internationally. In 
the intervening years before my return to 
Curtin I lived and worked in the USA and 
Sweden, worked at UWA for eight years 
plus short periods at all WA universities in 
various capacities. In addition I continue to 
regularly facilitate workshops in Singapore. 

My academic interests are broad but still with 
that primary interest in the development 
of academics as teachers, particularly early 
career academics. In addition to being a 
teacher and course and unit coordinator, I 
have led teaching and learning in a number 
of other ways including: Director of the 
Centre for the Advancement of Teaching 
and Learning at the University of Western 
Australia; co-ordinating the very successful 
Postgraduate Teaching Internship Scheme 
at UWA; member of the inaugural Executive 
of the Council of Australian Directors of 
Academic Development (CADAD); co-
founder of the Foundations of University 
Teaching Colloquium network; and serving 
on the planning committees for HERDSA 
and ICED conferences and convening 
two WA Teaching and Learning Forums. 
As a member of HERDSA, I have served 
a term on the Executive and have been 
the Convening Editor of the HERDSA 
Guides series since 2002. In that time we 
have published 15 Guides with more in 
development. 

My work is influenced by a deep personal 
and professional commitment to social 
justice, equity and diversity within and 
beyond higher education. In 2002, I co-
conceived, developed and facilitated the 
UWA ALLY Network which aims to foster 
a supportive and accepting environment for 
students and staff with alternative sexual 
identities. This bold initiative, a first in 
Australian universities and which has been 
adopted by almost half of all Australian 
universities, was taken at great personal and 
professional risk but has resulted in very 
positive outcomes. 

Working in higher education in the USA, 
Sweden and Singapore plus a number of 
Australian universities has enhanced my 
appreciation of the diversity of higher 
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Last year, the Center for Research 
in Teaching and Learning (CRTL) 
at the University of Michigan 

turned 50, and with it the field of faculty 
development in the USA. This symbolic 
anniversary was a great opportunity for 
reflection. My presidential address at the 
2012 annual conference (appropriately 
themed “Pencils and Pixels”) represented 
my attempt to recapitulate the core of the 
field in order to keep moving forward. As a 
trained yoga teacher, the tool I used to focus 
the reflection was the Chakra system, a 
structural framework composed of 7 major 
energy centers in the body, each presiding to 
a key function (Judith 1996, 1999). Chakra 
work for personal development examines 
each chakra, from the more concrete ones in 
the guts of the body to the more intellectual 
ones up in the head. It uncovers areas of 
imbalance, as energy excess or deficiency, 
and tries to restore harmony in each 
chakra in order to reach enlightenment. I 
attempted to apply this framework to the 
POD Network as an organisation, to reflect 
on our successes and uncover areas for 
growth. [By the way, it is very fortunate that 
one of the stated purposes of this exchange 
column is to inject new ideas into our 
respective organisations, because this is the 
ultimate outside-the-box column!]

The trajectory starts with the most solid 
chakra, the root, located at the base of the 
spine. This chakra presides to Matter and 
all the mundane aspects of our existence—
physical health, financial and professional 
stability, the subroutines running in the 
background, so we can concentrate on 
higher order goals and concerns. POD is in 
good financial health, membership growth, 
and morale. This first chakra of unity is also 
our grounding, rock and foundation, and 
it raises a core reflective question: What 
grounds us? What gives us stability and 

continuity? From the very beginning of 
CRTL, the field has been characterised by 
three core ideas: a) teaching is inexorably 
tied to the learning it fosters; b) teaching is 
a scholarly activity, as worthy of theoretical 
formulation and empirical verification 
as other aspects of scholarship; both were 
such core ideas that they were built into the 
name of the first Teaching Center; and c) we 
are a community of practice, which values 
sharing strategies more than nurturing 
individual egos. Fifty years later, this is still 
our core our core. This chakra also presides 
to survival concerns, which are activated 
whenever we witness a Centers being 
closed. Energetically, the “demon” of this 
chakra is Fear. This begs the question: what 
are we afraid of? Historically, our growing 
membership has been a source of concern, 
and we’ve always been afraid of growing 
so fast that we lose the sharing ethos and 
become impersonal. We have established 
Topical Interest Groups at the conference 
to retain that small group feeling.

If the first chakra is about individuality and 
stability, the second chakra—of duality—is 
about difference, and Movement toward 
it. What directions are we drawn toward? 
Imbalances in excess here might make us 
pursue educational fads impulsively, while 
defects make us sluggish and resistant to 
change. Our leadership structure, which has 
historically relied on face-to-face biannual 
meetings, has sometimes made us slow to 
respond to emerging concerns. We have 
worked on more flexible structures and 
keep seeking new solutions. The demon of 
this chakra is guilt, which prevents us from 
following our passions. What are we guilty 
of? Traditionally faculty development on 
campuses relies on saying “Yes” to all our 
constituencies in order to generate good 
will. We tend to become overcommitted 
and stretched too thin.

Moving up, the next chakra is about 
Power—the fire in our belly, quite literally. 
This is where we digest matter into 
energy. North America lacks any formal 
certification to teach at the university level. 
In the absence of the power conferred by 
administering that certification, what is 
the source of our power, and how can we 
cultivate our authoritativeness? The field has 
been progressively professionalising itself 
and overcoming the perception of being 
“touchy-feely” by relying on solid teaching 
and learning research and by building the 
scholarship of educational development. 
We keep seeking opportunities to increase 
our visibility in the higher education 
community. The demon of this chakra 
is shame, which prevents us from acting 
and using our power. One of the sources 
of shame has been our trans-disciplinary 
identity. Most US developers do not have 
a degree in the field, but enter it following 
their passion for teaching. This creates 
vast heterogeneity in entering skills and 
knowledge. POD values this diversity, but 
also tries to standardise entering knowledge 
with the biennial Institute for New Faculty 
Developers. In an attempt to exorcise 
this “shame”, we have also titled the next 
conference “Freedom to Risk, Freedom to 
Connect, Freedom to Learn.”

The next chakra takes us into the heart, and 
brings us to Love. POD is an organisation 
of volunteers, so it literally runs on love, and 
never are the fruits of this loving dedication 
more evident than at the annual conference. 
As the middle chakra, this is also the chakra 
of balance, in our case balance of giving 
and receiving, and of theory and practice. 
Of course balance is ever evolving, and 
we keep monitoring the midpoint we are 
striving for. The demon here is grief. This 
chakra in particular makes us alert against 
problematic assumptions. Teaching (and 
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new consciousness is generative and can 
create a new reality. The first step is to take 
it down one chakra, generating a new vision 
of the possible. The next step is to verbalise 
that vision and communicate it to others. 
Once the vision is expressed in words, and 
we add our love into it, it takes on a life of 
its own. When we add our power, we start 
acting on this vision, and it starts producing 
results. When we add movement, we add 
a gravitational pull, where things start 
gravitating and coalescing together, until 
they take physical form and manifest as 
matter (that matters). And then we reengage 
the cycle. In many ways, this is a description 
of educational development. This process 
has already resonated with POD and its 
members, so I am pleased to share it with 
the international community.
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Sage, Midwife)? How can we support 
our members as they blaze their trail in a 
profession that does not have a redefined 
career path? The demon of this chakra is 
illusion, which damns us when we think 
we know and foreclose exploration of 
alternatives.

The seventh and final chakra is the crown 
of the head, bringing in Consciousness—
specifically a higher consciousness, 
connected to the universal one. Besides 
spiritual and transcendent concerns, this 
chakra raises issues of interconnectedness. 
How can POD’s consciousness be greater 
than the sum of the parts? As an example, 
our last conference marked the first time we 
have had an accessibility coordinator. This 
position marks a shift in consciousness, 
striving to expand the circle of inclusion. 
Another idea raised in this chakra is that of 
legacy. How do we want higher education to 
be different because of faculty development? 
And how do we want our organisations 
to be different because we as individuals 
acted in them? The demon of this chakra 
is attachment. What is weighing us down? 
What has served us well in the past but is no 
longer needed? POD has recently decided 
to retire some traditions and rituals that no 
longer describe us in order to make room 
for new practices.

In some strands of Hindu philosophy, this 
trajectory, called the Liberating current, 
is the goal—peeling away the layers of 
our mundane existence to reach higher 
consciousness, or enlightenment. Other 
strands, such as Tantra philosophy, consider 
the opposite process as well. Once a higher 
consciousness is reached, the Manifesting 
current can bring it back into every day 
reality, and manifest it in our physical 
existence (Judith & Goodman 2012). This 

educational development by association) 
is usually conceptualised as giving, but if 
that is the case, how do we avoid depleting 
ourselves? Teaching is also described as a 
calling, a vocation, and its own reward, but 
buying into this rhetoric only reinforces 
structural inequalities in the underfunded 
American higher education system.

With the fifth chakra, in the throat, we 
move into the connection between our 
embodied physicality and the intellectual 
head. The power from the core, fueled 
by the love in the heart, and channeled 
through the throat, becomes the courage 
to Voice our truth. How do we develop 
our voice? We have had success in placing 
editorials in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, but this is an ongoing process 
for POD. In parallel, POD has recently 
affirmed advocacy as one of our core values, 
essentially amounting to speaking up for 
those who have no voice. Advocating for 
adjunct and fixed-term faculty is just an 
example. Another is advocating for a more 
reasoned and evidence-driven approach to 
the social problem of school shootings and 
weapons in schools. The demon of this 
chakra is lies, and in fact such advocacy is 
made more difficult in our current social 
milieu, characterised by anti-intellectualism 
and distrust of academics as ivory-tower 
isolationists. 

The next chakra, in the third eye, presides 
to Vision. It’s about seeing through things, 
including things that are not here yet, and 
it’s about deciding who we want to become. 
It brings in imagination and creativity as 
we respond to new educational challenges 
(e.g., accreditation mandates, MOOCs). 
In this chakra, we ask ourselves what we 
want to be. What’s our archetype for our 
profession (e.g., Shepherd, Healer, Prophet, 
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This is a whimsical topic that began 
with a Christmas present from my 
daughter, a copy of The essential 

Leunig: Cartoons from a winding path 
[1]. Near the end of his truly beautiful 
introduction to the book, Michael Leunig 
wrote:

My cartoons have been described as 
whimsical, an idea I used to resist, 
but which now, having gradually 
strengthened my faith in the innocent 
genius of our whimsy, I would like to 
embrace. [1]

Proceeding along a Leunig-like, whimsical 
winding path, The Phrase Finder website 
gives an explanation for the origins of the 
phrase “Burning the midnight oil” that may 
resonate with academic researchers [2]:

Meaning: To work late into the night. 
Originally this was by the light of an 
oil lamp or candle. More recently, the 
phrase is used figuratively, alluding back 
its use before electric lighting.

Origin: The English author Francis 
Quarles wrote in Emblemes, 1635:

  Wee spend our mid-day sweat, or 
mid-night oyle;

  Wee tyre the night in thought; the 
day in toyle.

Could this suggest to you, as it does to 
me in a somewhat whimsical [3] way, a 
vision of academics spending “the day in 
toyle”, that is lectures, tutorials, committee 
meetings, student contact, admin, marking 
assignments, etc., then going on to “tyre 
the night in thought”, that is, creative 
writing up one’s research, for presentations 
to conferences or submissions to journals? 
An academic quoted by Tynan et al. (2012) 
[4], in the context of an interview question 
about hours spent in online teaching, 
described this type of time division in a 
more prosaic way:

Well, I think most people would spend 
their day at work mostly doing teaching 
and administration. And I think a lot 
of colleagues would have their nights 
and weekends and annual holidays as 
research. [4]

Going into free fall along the whimsical 
path, can the technologies help to explore 
whether this (perhaps romanticised) vision 
has some measurable or tangible connection 
to the actual behaviour of academics? That 
brings me to the topic of email time and date 
stamps for messages that submitted files for 
journal and conference publication. Having 
accumulated a rather large number of these 
over the years, I have a readily available data 
set for exploring this question. Of course 
there are many other technologically-
generated data sets that could offer insights 
into actual behaviour. For example, Wang 
et al. (2012) [5] used records of download 
time stamps for articles in science journals 
published by Springer [6] to conclude that 
“many scientists are still engaged in their 
research after working hours every day” [5]. 
However, a comprehensive review of other 
kinds of data sets and methodologies that 
may be used to explore the actual behaviour 
of academics is beyond the scope of this 
meander!

Figure 1 summarises an analysis of time and 
date stamps for submissions of “full paper” 
and “abstract only” proposals to Teaching 
and Learning Forum [7] during the years 
2005–2013, classifying the submissions 
into “Office hours” (0830–1730, weekdays) 
and “After hours” (times other than “office 
hours”).

The time and date stamp for a submission 
marks only the concluding time for a “work” 
(although in many cases authors sent pre-
submission or follow up emails). The stamp 
does not indicate the distribution in time 
of the “work”. For example, an author 

may have commenced an abstract during 
a weekday afternoon, posting it at 1731 
hours (i.e. “after hours”); or an author may 
have burned the midnight oil, then posted 
it next morning at 0830 hours (i.e. “office 
hours”). Nevertheless, Figure 1 suggests a 
noteworthy amount of the time academics 
spent on TL Forum submissions was “after 
hours” time. Also, Figure 1 suggests a long 
standing (9 years) and stable pattern, given 
that during 2005–2013 there were only 
minor changes in TL Forum’s call for papers 
(for CFP details, see [7]). 

Although a “noteworthy” amount of the 
time spent on TL Forum submissions was 
“after hours” time, Figure 1 can show no 
more than very modest support for “mid-
night oyle” hypotheses. Some further 
evidence can be gleaned by the category 
of publication sought, there being two 
categories for TLF, “full paper” or “abstract 
only” [7]. Full paper submissions during 
2005–2013 totalled 272 (34.8% after 
hours) compared with all submissions 
totalling 845 (25.2% after hours) – a slight 
suggestion that the larger amount of work 
in a 5000–6000 word paper led to a higher 
incidence of “after hours”, compared with 
the much smaller amount of work in a 200 
word abstract.

Whilst this brief study is not conclusive, 
we need to persist in exploring the 
contribution that technologically-generated 
data can make to research into academic 
workloads and the nature and timing of 
academic work. Quite obviously, though it’s 
wishful thinking, the process of receiving 
conference and journal submissions, and 
related communications such as reviewers’ 
reports, could include the administration 
of an immediate follow up questionnaire 
about an “office hours” and “after hours” 
breakdown, that can be linked closely to 
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3. The Macquarie Dictionary, 3rd 
ed. pp.2415–2416. Sydney: The 
Macquarie Library.

4. Tynan, B., Ryan, Y., Hinton, L., 
& Lamont Mills, A. (2012). Out 
of hours: final report of the project 
e-teaching leadership: planning and 
implementing a benefits-oriented 
costs model for technology enhanced 
learning. Project Report. Australian 
Learning and Teaching Council, 
Canberra, Australia. http://eprints.usq.
edu.au/21319/

5. Wang, X., Xu, S., Peng, L., Wang, Z., 
Wang, C., Zhang, C., & Wang, X. 
(2012). Exploring scientists’ working 
timetable: Do scientists often work 
overtime? Journal of Informetrics, 6(4), 
655–660 http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.
joi.2012.07.003

6. Springer. http://www.springer.com/

Currie and Eveline (2011) [13] were quite 
explicit in their findings from a “work/life 
balance” study:

Most [respondents] felt that having 
e-technologies at home was of benefit 
to their work but they came at a cost to 
their family life – delivering a blessing 
and a curse. [13]

A blessing and a curse? Well, there is one 
final detail to add. In accord with the “mid-
night oyle” theme, this contribution was 
emailed to HERDSA News Editor Roger 
Landbeck at about “01:20:00 +0800” :-)
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non-subjective, automatically recorded 
data, as in time and date stamps. Also quite 
obviously, there are numerous other data 
sets that could be subject to automated 
“data mining” or “analytics”, to produce 
academic workload and time distribution 
information. Some data sets are created 
and controlled by universities, for example 
time and date stamps for emails processed 
by university servers, or for learning 
management system actions, such as 
uploading a new assignment, moderating 
a student discussion forum, etc. Some data 
sets are created and controlled by publishers, 
for example data derived from journal 
submission processes, or from readers 
downloading articles, etc. (an example is 
given by Wang et al., 2012 [5]). Indeed 
there may even be the prospect for needing 
a caution about data mining, similar to a 
caution given recently by National Tertiary 
Education Union national president, Dr 
Jeannie Rea. In an article in The Australian 
newspaper [8], she was quoted (I have 
italicised the key phrases):

... Constant accountability has turned 
into a feeling of constant surveillance and 
the message is you need to be scrutinised; 
that there is something wrong ... All 
the evidence – graduate outcomes, 
student satisfaction, international 
rankings – would suggest otherwise, but 
the impression is academics need to be 
watched. [8]

As to the significance of academic workload 
problems, or “work/life balance” problems 
[9], or the problem of “hyperprofessionality” 
[10], here follows a few recent examples 
from the extensive literature. In discussing 
survey respondents’ comments on academic 
workloads, Bexley, James and Arkoudis 
(2011) [11] included the following in a 
selection of typical comments:

The job hours are on average 70 hours 
a week and I usually work one or both 
days each weekend. At the moment it 
is Saturday night at around 7pm and I 
am fully engaged in work, about to read 
one of my PhD students’ theses, and this 
will go on until at least midnight. A very 
typical weekend. [11]

Reviewing some literature on academic 
working hours, Gill (2009) [12] wrote that:

... academics and teachers were more 
likely than any other occupational 
group to do unpaid overtime. A large 
proportion were working hours in 
excess of the European Working Time 
Directive, and 42% said that they 
regularly worked evenings and weekends 
in order to cope with the demands of 
their job. [12]

Figure 1: Time and date stamps for email submissions for TL Forum publication, 2005–2013

 a. Times are as written by the sender’s email software (e.g. “18:32:41 +0800”), corrected 
where necessary to the sender’s local time zone using a knowledge of their address (e.g. 
“02:56:48 +0000” – convert to “10:56:48 +0800”). The data was copied from emails, 
into the “all receivals” file recorded for each Forum.

 b. Times for TLF emails other than submissions were not included. The impact of omitting 
non-submission emails (requests for extensions, requests concerning scheduling, etc.) was 
checked for TLF 2013, for which all emails concerning submissions totalled 272 (25.4% 
after hours) compared with actual submissions totalling 110 (27.3% after hours). As this 
difference seemed small, counts were confined to actual submissions, as the “all receivals” 
files were easier to examine than the raw email archives.

 c. The number of submissions averaged 94 per Forum, range 73 (2007) to 110 (2013), 
with no discernable trends during 2005–2013.
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I begin this edition of Meanderings with 
a short exercise. We at HERDSA value 
your readership and recognise that you 

are likely to be stressed and overloaded with 
new courses, marking, and trying to handle 
the plethora of academic and administrative 
tasks demanding your attention. So, relax 
for a few moments and consider these five 
statements:

Before you criticise someone, you 
should walk a mile in their shoes. That 
way, when you do criticise them, you’re 
a mile away and you have their shoes!

A clear conscience is often the sign of a 
poor memory.

Some allegedly true comments made by 
teachers on student reports:

Since my last report, your child has hit 
rock bottom and has started to dig.

Your son has delusions of adequacy.

Michelangelo said: “The greatest danger 
for most of us is not that our aim is 
too high and we miss it, but that our 
aim is too low and we reach it”. But 
your daughter sets low aims and then 
consistently fails to achieve them! 
The wise never marry, but if they do 
marry they become otherwise.
A banana walks into a bar and says 
to the bartender “Could I have a beer 
please?”  The bartender looks at the 
banana, shakes his head and says: “No, 
we don’t serve food here”.

How do you feel now? There’s a very good 
chance that you will feel a little more 
relaxed and energised. Science suggests 
that humour is good for you, something 
that Ron Berk found in his 1996 study of 
humour in education titled “Student ratings 
of 10 strategies for using humor in college 
teaching” in the Journal on Excellence in 
College Teaching, 7, 3, 71–92. Humour 

strategies were rated as very or extremely 
effective in reducing anxiety, improving 
the ability to learn, and making it possible 
to perform at one’s best on problems and 
exams.

Now, picture this: the popular cartoon 
characters Calvin and Hobbes sitting 
together at a table. Calvin (a young boy 
of about 9 years) is writing and Hobbes 
(his toy tiger, that has life in Calvin’s vivid 
imagination) is looking on…

Calvin: I used to hate writing 
assignments. But now I enjoy them.

(Hobbes looks amazed and startled!)

Calvin: I realised that the purpose of 
writing is to inflate weak ideas, obscure 
poor reasoning, and inhibit clarity.

Calvin continues: With a little practice, 
writing can be an intimidating and 

By Robert Cannon
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In the past, this abbreviation, which now 
means “higher education”, was routinely 
used for High Explosives, His Eminence, 
Her or His Excellency – a title not to be 
despised when in the company of any 
academic of the rank of Professor and all 
university administrators! 

While we are dealing with abbreviations and 
acronyms, I want to ask why some writers 
use acronyms without any explanation 
in the text whatsoever. Is this a form of 
coercion, to force readers to look back 
through and “engage” with the writing to 
find the meaning – something they may not 
otherwise have done?

Soon we may have articles composed entirely 
of abbreviations. Consider this Points for 
Debate article in HERD, October, 2012 as 
evidence; in just two-and-a half pages, the 
following abbreviations and acronyms are 
used: TF, RHD, PhD, SoTL, SE, NGOs 
and US. The author challenges us with this 
gem: “Given this type of competition for 
TF academic positions, can a student with a 
SE or SoTL PhD realistically expect to gain 
a Science faculty position at a university?” 
(p.742) How on Earth did that concoction 
get through the editorial process?

HER

Some may think this is a newcomer – if it 
means “Higher Education Research”. Users 
of HER in this way may be ignorant of the 
fact that it also reflects the name of one 
of the oldest journals in our field, Higher 
Education Review, which has been published 
continuously since 1968. See: http://www.
highereducationreview.com 

2. Engage
This is very popular these days. It means to 
involve or to attract someone’s attention as 
in “she ploughed on regardless, trying to 
lecture to 200 restless students and engage 
their attention”. Why must everything be 
engaging and why does the responsibility 
fall on the university rather than being 
shared with the student? This is just one of 
the wonderful outcomes of that brilliant 
managerial strategy of “rebranding” students 
as “customers” around 20 years back. Once 
members of a community of scholars with 
rights and responsibilities, students are now 
seen as customers of services.

So, now we pay people high salaries and 
grant them titles such as Pro Vice-Chancellor 
Student Engagement, to “engage” students. 
Yes, there may be merit in this, but is this 

Krause in Higher Education Research and 
Development (HERD), 31, 3, 2012, p. 286 
as “…a poorly formulated social problem 
where available information is confusing, 
where decision-makers hold conflicting 
values and where proposed solutions often 
turn out to be worse than the symptoms”. 
She nominates improving quality in higher 
education as one wicked problem. 

Pressure for more transparency and 
accountability in publicly funded 
institutions is Roslyn and Rachel’s second 
factor in change; this pressure may even lead 
to more “open science”, less “navel-gazing”, 
and more on the urgent educational issues 
that affect people right now. We should be 
concerned about the increasing tendency 
to publish articles about what we are doing 
at the expense of conducting research on 
problems directly affecting people. Not sure 
about this? Have a look at HERD; since the 
beginning of 2012 about half of all articles 
published are of this kind!

Their third factor influencing change 
in writing is the demand from an 
increasingly educated public for accurate, 
understandable, accessible and trustworthy 
information as they access and use the 
incredible range of material on the web. 
Never before has there been such a large 
reading public for academic literature. 

Actually, I think these pressures – among 
others – are beginning to take effect. 
Would you agree that the higher education 
literature today is clearer and easier to read 
than five years ago? Be that as it may, I still 
find some practices and words troubling. 
Here is my top half-dozen. To borrow from 
Groucho Marx, if you do not like them, I 
have others.

Irritating Practices and Words
1. The use of abbreviations and acronyms
What is the difference here? An abbreviation 
is a shortened form of a word or words, 
such as NSW, whereas an acronym is 
a special form of abbreviation formed 
from the initial letters of other words and 
pronounced as a word such as FEAR. This 
means False Evidence Appearing Real. 

Not sure if this one is an acronym or an 
abbreviation, but one you will have seen a 
lot of is: 

HE

This is an essential abbreviation to use if 
you want to sound like a British academic. 

impenetrable fog! Want to see my book 
report?

Hobbes: (Reads book report aloud): 
“The dynamics of interbeing and 
monological imperatives in Dick and 
Jane: A study in psychic transrelational 
gender modes.”

Calvin: Academia, here I come!

Makes you wonder if Calvin wrote this 
sentence that comes from the March 2013 
issue of the Journal of Development Studies: “I 
argue that the series generates a pedagogical 
meta-narrative of “development” that 
engages behavioural and situational, rather 
than ontogenetic and structural causes of 
inequality and disenfranchisement impede 
the characters’ human development.” 

How many of us really understand what this 
ungrammatical mixture of words means?

One colleague, a distinguished education 
academic and former Deputy Vice 
Chancellor wrote to me about the current 
issue of a higher education journal: “To 
whom does this stuff speak?” he asked. 
“Certainly not ordinary academic staff 
or university administrators. Seems that 
the field is in a self-perpetuating spiral, 
increasingly specialised and esoteric, with 
impenetrable language and concepts. It 
may satisfy people’s need to get published 
but what is achieved?” 

“Fostering plain speaking scientists” is the 
title of an article published in The Australian 
on 23 January this year. Bluntly, authors 
Roslyn Gleadow and Rachel Nowak tell us 
that “Academics don’t write to be read; they 
write to be published. That aphorism (from 
writer Barton Swaim) will send a shiver of 
recognition down many a scientific spine. 
Academics write to be published because 
publications are how they are recognised, 
evaluated and rewarded with promotions 
and grants. But that is no reason to make 
the writing inaccessible to the general 
public.”

This is about to change, they assert, as 
academics are being pushed to communicate 
like never before. They cite three main 
factors that will influence change because 
academics will be forced to collaborate and 
communicate clearly across disciplines and 
with the public and government. I have 
adapted these factors to higher education to 
illustrate these important changes.

The first factor they cite is the “wicked 
problems” society must face. A “wicked 
problem” is described by Kerri-Lee 
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and edgeless/borderless universities is 
underpinned by the stasis, archaism and 
desiccation of elitist participation practices.” 
(HERD, 31,3, 2012: 354.) I pasted this 
sentence into the wonderful analytical tool, 
The Writer’s Diet (http://www.writersdiet.
com) and its report on noun usage was 
“heart attack territory” and “flabby” overall. 
What does it mean, though?

Conclusion
As Helen Sword reminds us in her 
book Stylish Academic Writing (Harvard 
University Press, 2012), the work of 
academics becomes consequential only 
because others understand it. Enlarging the 
number of potential readers through clear, 
stylish and inspiring writing – that includes 
appealing and simple journal titles – would 
be a sensible strategy for one seeking to be 
an academic of consequence in their chosen 
field. The simple logic of this argument is 
lost on too many writers and editors, to no 
one’s benefit.

In her characteristically blunt style, 
Germaine Greer puts the matter far less 
politely: “Traditionally Australians have 
been aware of two contrasting ways of using 
language: the first is sparingly, trenchantly 
and accurately; the second is what Henry 
Lawson called “gammon”, that is, bullshit.”

Robert Cannon is an Associate of the 
Development Policy Centre at the 
Australian National University. 

Contact: cannon@indo.net.id

of the original selection. Got that? For 
further information read: HERD, 31, 3, 
313.

5. Lacuna

This rather technical word is creeping into 
papers in higher education. Its general 
meaning is an unfilled space or gap. In 
our field we could say that this Newsletter 
has filled a lacuna in communicating ideas 
to HERDSA members. But why would 
we, when the three-letter word “gap” 
will suffice? Lacuna has special meaning 
in literature, music, linguistics, law, and 
histology. Lacuna is a superhero in Marvel 
comics and is also the name of a Filipino 
swimmer! Do you think we really need 
this in higher education or is its use simply 
pretentious?

6. Vagueness and lack of directness

Germaine Greer, writing in The Australian 
Financial Review, January 25 – 28, 2013, 
to commemorate Australia Day, says this 
of vagueness: “Australians used to despise 
humbug, now they demand it.” She goes 
on to demonstrate her point by listing 
various euphemisms in spoken language. 
If we look at academic writing we will see 
the problem: “non-traditional student” 
instead of mature age or disadvantaged; 
“issues” instead of problems or challenges; 
“academic literacies” instead of reading and 
writing. What would she say about this 
sentence, I wonder? “However, the hyper-
modernisation of liquefied globalisation 

really a good thing? It reminds me of my 
grandchildren who hang around expecting 
me to entertain or “engage” them in 
interesting things to do when I mind 
them. What happened to a world where 
kids found things to amuse themselves and 
where young adults entering university 
took the initiative and responsibility to get 
involved themselves without the trappings 
of policies and highly paid experts to take 
them by the hand?

3. Lens
This used to mean a piece of glass or other 
transparent substance with curved sides 
for concentrating or dispersing light rays. 
But today, education authors have raided 
the language of physics and now require 
me to use a “lens” to consider concepts 
and ideas in education as in “a popular 
lens for exploring school improvement 
emerged from the literatures on school and 
organisational culture”. Whatever became 
of idea, perspective, point of view or theory?

Not content to import concepts from 
physics alone, I see that geography and 
history are now being plundered for 
concepts like “landscape”, “region”, terrain, 
and “colonised”. 

4. Re-contextualisation
I have been wondering about this and was 
pleased to read that this term describes a 
process whereby something is selected, de-
contextualised, and then placed into a new 
context; it always involves a transformation 

I first made the acquaintance of Marin 
Mersenne through his friend, the 
seventeenth century French philosopher 

Rene Descartes. 

Descartes’ most famous work, Meditations 
on First Philosophy, is a meticulously crafted 

philosophical essay. An inner monologue, 
it reprises Descartes’ ruminations over six 
successive evenings. Meditations is is an 
engaging work. Descartes writes in the first 
person. He situates himself: it is late. He 
is seated before a fire. He is in his dressing 
gown. And he is discontent. 

Philosophy is in a bad state, Descartes 
laments. 

You may know that Descartes was a brilliant 
mathematician. (If you retain any memory 
of Cartesian coordinates and Cartesian 
equations, you owe the experience, painful 

By Ann Kerwin

The Gift of Connecting

The philoSopheRS Column
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or enlightening, to Descartes.) Over the 
centuries, Descartes submits, mathematics 
has progressed in solving central problems 
because its rigorous methods yield results 
valid over time. Axioms are established, 
inferences demonstrated. Terms are precise, 
proofs exacting. In contrast, he notes, 
philosophy has not advanced since the time 
of Euclid. Mired in useless disputation, 
superstition, religious meddling, half-
baked Aristotelianism dogmatically 
force-fed, what passes for philosophy and 
philosophical education in 1641 falls short 
of Cartesian expectations and aspirations. 
He aims to do better. Ensconced in his 
study, warmed by the fire, the author of 
the Meditations seeks nothing less than firm 
foundations for knowledge about himself 
and the world. He seeks within. Famously 
discarding all assumptions and assertions 
subject to the least doubt, Descartes arrives 
at an indisputable starting point: “I think, 
therefore I am.” Then, with remarkable 
rapidity, he elucidates arguments and 
criteria to establish the existence of God, 
minds, and matter – principal constituents 
of the world Descartes inhabits and wishes 
to understand. 

Two features of the original publication seem 
unusual today. First, the author doesn’t say 
it all. Six incisive critiques follow Descartes’ 
meditations. The objectors – Thomas 
Hobbes, Antoine Arnauld, Pierre Gassendi, 
Pierre Bourdin, Johannus Caterus, and 
Marin Mersenne – inflict damage on 
Descartes’ painstaking bid for conceptual 
inviolability. Secondly, Descartes dedicates 
his work to “the most wise and illustrious 
Dean and Doctors of the Sacred Faculty of 
Theology,” Paris. Assuring that the treatise’s 
principal aim is to validate the existence of 
God to unbelievers,* Descartes petitions 
for the theologians’ protection – (clear but 
unstated: protection from the unwelcome 
attentions of the Office of the Inquisition). 

What did Mersenne have to do with it? 

It was Mersenne who shepherded Descartes’ 
two “maverick” works, the Discourse on 
Method and the Meditations, into print. He 
solicited critiques. He drafted criticisms 
by various theologians into one coherent 
objection. He disseminated Meditations on 
First Philosophy, Objections and Replies to 
intellectuals across Europe. He also worked 
to deflect Inquisitors. Fearing persecution, 
Descartes had abandoned his comfortable 
Parisian townhouse for Holland. Faithfully 
Mersenne corresponded and visited; he lent 

moral, intellectual and spiritual support; 
he connected Descartes with a substantial 
interdisciplinary network of emerging and 
established philosophers, scientists and 
mathematicians. Marin Mersenne was no 
literary agent. He was not a publisher. He 
received no remuneration for his labours. 
And he was no Cartesian groupie. In fact, 
Pere Mersenne had quite a life. 

Marin Mersenne was born into a peasant 
family in rural France in 1588. Against all 
odds, the lad determined to be educated. 
He received scholarships, first to a local 
grammar school, then to the Jesuit college 
at La Fleche (where Descartes later studied), 
and finally to the Sorbonne where he 
pursued theology and Hebrew. In 1611 
Mersenne entered a religious order, the 
Minims, whose members lived in great 
simplicity, dedicating themselves to prayer, 
study and scholarship. Initially he taught 
philosophy and theology to younger monks 
but, after two years, Mersenne was elected 
Superior of the Place Royale monastery in 
Paris. There he lived, in a small spartan cell, 
until his death in 1648. 

Mersenne’s first publications were 
theological and, apparently, fairly 
conventional. Early on, he defended 
Aristotelianism (as interpreted and endorsed 
by the Church) against Galileo’s new 
science.   However, having traveled to Italy 
and having increasingly devoted himself 
to serious scientific study (mathematics, 
physics, optics and astronomy), Mersenne 
concluded that Galileo’s work was not 
only powerful but too little known outside 
Italy. Accordingly, the good friar translated 
Galileo’s writings on mechanics, printed 
and circulated them. Later in life Mersenne 
designed two mirrors telescopes (afocal 
telescopes with a beam compressor, a 
significant advance on Galileo’s inventions 
and before Cassegrain). For his massive 
study of Harmonie Universelle, The Theory 
and Practice of Music (1636), Mersenne 
has been called the father of acoustics. 
Rather than base music theory on theology, 
as had been the convention, Mersenne 
grounded it in physics. He explored 
the mechanics of sound production, 
mathematical underpinnings (ratios of 
vibrational frequencies), the construction 
of instruments, and voice and singing. An 
accomplished mathematician. Mersenne’s 
chief legacy to today’s mathematicians, 
cryptologists, and computer scientists are 
Mersenne Primes (featured in Marcus du 

Satoy’s The Music of the Primes). He edited 
and circulated works of Euclid, Archimedes, 
and other Greek mathematicians. Father 
Mersenne was not the only prolific 
polymath in his circle of acquaintances. 
There were many. 

In this, however, Mersenne was exceptional: 
he was a selfless, stunningly effective 
connector. 

In The Tipping Point, How Little Things 
Can Make Big Difference (2000), Malcolm 
Gladwell observes, “Sprinkled among every 
walk of life ... are a handful of people with a 
truly extraordinary knack of making friends 
and acquaintances. They are connectors 
– people who link us up to the world ... 
introduce us to our social circles ... people 
with a special gift for bringing the world 
together.”  Gladwell celebrates generous 
connectors, people who know many people, 
in various walks of life, because they “like 
people in a genuine and powerful way. 
“In the case of connectors, their ability to 
span many different worlds is a function 
of something intrinsic to their personality, 
some combination of curiosity, self-
confidence, sociability, and energy.” 

A tireless friend, correspondent, encourager, 
disseminator, organiser, protector, defuser of 
rivalry and balm to the discouraged, Marin 
Mersenne broadened and humanised the 
scholarship of his age ... and the scholars. 
Into his cell in the Place Royale Monastery 
walked mathematicians, theologians, 
philosophers, scientists, musicologists, 
composers from many nationalities, 
including Thomas Hobbes, Rene Descartes, 
Blaise and Etienne Pascal, Pierre de Fermat 
and Christian Huygens. For decades, Pere 
Mersenne convened weekly drop-in meeting 
of the Academie Parisienne for attendees to 
listen to each other, share ideas, read and 
discuss, propose experiments, and circulate 
news from abroad. The Academie Mersenne, 
as it was often called, evolved into the French 
Academy of Sciences. In a time when travel 
was slow, dirty, and dangerous, the good 
father criss crossed Europe, befriending, 
encouraging, and cross fertilising as he 
went. Mersenne organised what can only 
be called conferences. From across the 
continent international interdisciplinary 
scholars gathered to read and discuss 
papers, exchange information, debate, and 
collaborate. He started a journal before 
there were such things: Mersenne solicited 
articles on special topics, combined them 
with reviews and commentaries, published 
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A summary of the top stories on 
higher education in the Australian 
Higher Education Supplement 

(www.theaustralian.news.com.au/higher 
education/), Times Higher Education 
(www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/) 
and the Chronicle of Higher Education 
(chronicle.com) from November to March 
found that issues of student recruitment 
and performance dominated the higher 
education press. Other themes included: 
private universities, valuing teaching, 
funding reviews and university extension.

Student Recruitment
In December the Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported the false promise of 
the Education Revolution was putting 
higher education out of reach for students 
most likely to benefit and enrolments are 
slowing in States with an abundance of 
low-skill jobs paying good wages in the 
oil business. In January the Times Higher 
Education reported that the impact of fees 
and funding changes was forcing the sector 
to address wild variations in recruitment 
and the immigration minister rejected 
calls from universities to remove overseas 
students from the net migrant count. In 
the US, the Chronicle of Higher Education 

reported colleges were looking for qualities 
in their applicants, such as leadership, 
initiative and grit that not tested in the 
SAT while veterans were finding a place 
in elite colleges. In February the Times 
Higher Education reported UK universities 
increased their spending on marketing to 
potential students by nearly a quarter but 
that government policy designed to cut 
tuition fees at low-cost universities had 
failed to fill the reallocated places. Also in 
February the Australian Higher Education 
reported that universities had vowed to 
fight the State government’s move to restrict 
enrolments in teacher education to better-
prepared students and the new Australian 
Tertiary Education Minister will have to 
use his experience in immigration to attract 
more international students.

Student Performance
In November the Australian Higher 
Education reported figures showing there 
was little change towards achieving targets 
to have a larger proportion of adults with 
tertiary qualifications, while the Chronicle 
of Higher Education reported on a new 
national tally of college completions that 
takes account of the lengthy but ultimately 
successful routes that some students take 

toward a college degree as well as colleges 
that were looking at ways to help athletes 
who struggle academically. In December 
the Times Higher Education reported a 
scramble for top students was linked to fall 
in the number of university applicants while 
flaws in student-to-staff ratios calculations 
might mask that class sizes are significantly 
larger than official figures suggest. In January 
the Australian Higher Education reported a 
call to overhaul published entrance scores 
that mislead prospective students and 
their parents although Denise Bradley was 
proud universities had opened their doors 
wider than ever before, although questions 
have been raised to whether quality has 
been compromised. In February the Times 
Higher Education described as “narrow and 
naïve” the Education secretary’s decision to 
publish data showing the number pupils 
from individual schools who go on to 
Russell Group universities’. In February the 
Chronicle of Higher Education reported 
students are getting savvier about how to 
reduce the costs when buying textbooks, 
although large numbers aren’t buying the 
textbooks at all.

By Peter Kandlbinder 

Higher Education in the Headlines March 2013

and circulated them to his extensive 
directory of scholars and experimentalists. 
Pere Mersenne kept in touch. And always, 
always he encouraged. The friar’s extant 
correspondence fills seventeen volumes. At 
his death, letters from seventy-eight scholars 
were found in Mersenne’s room. 

I first met Father Mersenne through 
Descartes’ Meditations. But, over the 
years, his name recurred in histories and 
biographies. It would crop up in the 
most unlikely places, I then thought – 
occasionally for original contributions but, 
overwhelmingly, for his good offices. Quite 
simply, Marin Mersenne changed lives, and 
the course of European intellectual life, for 
the good. Reading excerpts from his letters, 
it is clear that the good father did not 

fashion himself as the Grand “Point Person” 
or Connector of his era. Nor was he tout 
court a relentless promoter of “progress,” as 
it was then conceived. In his indefatigable 
meetings and correspondence, Father 
Mersenne adamantly resisted the culture 
of competitions of his time – systems of 
point taking and naming and shaming 
which spawned fierce rivalries over who 
discovered something first and exclusively; 
who won contests (with significant funds 
attached) to invent and experiment; who 
lost. Mersenne’s own methods – and his 
message to others – emerge consistently: 
share, collaborate, assist, mentor, encourage, 
befriend; be open, fair, gentle and generous; 
shrive vanity; make common cause.

Of connectors, Gladwell writes, “[They 
are] people with a particular and rare set 
of social gifts ... yet we often fail to give 
them proper credit for the role they play in 
our lives.” I owe much to the benefaction 
of large hearted connectors. Thinking 
of Marin Mersenne, I am reminded to 
hallow them. I am reminded as well that 
while some hold that keys to individual 
and institutional productivity are to grade 
and rank relentlessly, to focus inward and 
score, Mersenne shows me other (gracefully 
effective) ways to be. 

Since 20 January 2013, Ann Kerwin is 
an indie philosopher. *Descartes’ writings 
make clear: saving the faith was not a 
prime objective. 
Contact: info@annkerwin.com. 
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Private Universities
In November, the Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported small colleges were 
struggling financially with some looking for 
partnerships with large corporations while 
the Times Higher Education reported a legal 
question hangs over UK’s first for-profit 
university ability to have degree-awarding 
powers. In December the Chronicle of 
Higher Education reported that some of 
the nation’s top-paid presidents in private 
colleges continue to receive perks that their 
corporate counterparts have relinquished 
under shareholder criticism. In January it 
reported on the American liberal-arts model 
being adopted by Britain’s first private 
college while the Times Higher Education 
found commercial pressure had led to the 
government decision to hurry the approval 
of the for-profit university. In February, the 
Chronicle of Higher Education reported on 
a small, women only liberal-arts college’s 
attempts to stave off closure.

Valuing Teaching
In November the Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported that adjuncts do most 

of teaching and were banding together for 
higher pay and a voice in governance on 
a campus. In December, the Australian 
Higher Education reported that the focus 
on research quality has stopped a decade 
of progress for women academics at Group 
of Eight universities. Also in December 
the Times Higher Education reported the 
institutions chosen to feature on the UK’s 
new open online course platform had been 
selected on the basis of their performance 
in domestic league tables, while in January 
it reported non-PhDs were no longer being 
interviewed by UK universities as they 
increasingly pushing for academic staff to 
hold PhDs, and in February it reported 
data that showed the number of technicians 
employed by UK higher education 
institutions has declined. Also in February, 
the Australian Higher Education reported a 
local version of the EU’s university profiling 
tool could be in place within six months 
to reduce sector obsession with research-
biased rankings.

Funding Reviews 
In November the Australian Higher 
Education reported a push for an 

independent body between universities 
and government had lost support among 
Australia Universities while in December 
it reported reductions to research funding 
reduced the chance of meeting the 
governments ambition to have Australia 
among the world’s top 10 for research and 
innovation and in January universities 
rejected the findings of the review of base 
funding. 

University Extension
In November the Chronicle of Higher 
Education reported that an extension 
service designed to bring university research 
to farmers is being adapted for city people 
and the Australian Higher Education 
reported that Queensland was advised 
to provide a new home for a commercial 
training delivery and brokerage operation. 
In February Chronicle of Higher Education 
reported that the dissertation could no 
longer be defended as the academic 
centrepiece of a graduate education.
Contact: p.kandlbinder@uts.edu.au

News of HERDSA Branches

HERDSA branches and regional 
networks form a key link in the 
HERDSA community’s chain 

of networking and developmental events. 
Branch chairs and committees work hard 
behind the scenes to organise branch 
activities for HERDSA members. Local 
networking activities include colloquia, 
fora, pre- and post-conference presentations, 
network meetings, and speakers. If you 
have not yet made it to one of your branch 
activities we encourage you to get involved. 
News of past and future branch activities 
can be forwarded to mbell@uow.edu.au for 
inclusion in the next HERDSA News.

AcT
Chair: Jean Rath

2012 ended with a convivial December 
celebration, hosted at ANU. Winners of 
national awards for University Teaching 

provided stimulating overviews of their 
work. This included members of ANU’s 
Spanish Program team, led by Daniel 
Martin, who explained their innovative 
approach to teaching language and culture. 
Krisztina Valter illustrated her interactive 
teaching of anatomy. Deborah Hill from 
the University of Canberra described her 
approach to making grammar accessible to 
intending teachers. 

The evening also marked Coralie 
McCormack’s final event as ACT Branch 
Convener. Although she continues as 
a member of the national HERDSA 
executive, Coralie has taken the opportunity 
of her retirement from the University of 
Canberra to hand over the local reins. Her 
contributions as a key organiser of ACT 
HERDSA branch events are notable and 
she is sure to remain an influential presence. 

The current branch steering committee 
includes Jean Rath, UC (Branch Convener); 
Beth Beckmann, ANU; Catherine 
McLoughlin, ACU; Eleanor Hancock, 
ADFA. 

A June pre-conference event will be 
scheduled to allow speakers to present 
their conference papers/posters/showcase 
presentations in advance of the Auckland 
conference. Details of this and other 
activities planned for 2013 will be publicised New ACT Chair Jean Rath
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directly to branch members in the coming 
months. 

Contact Jean Rath: 
Jean.Rath@canberra.edu.au

HoNg KoNg 
Chair: Anna Siu Fong KWAN

For the past nine months, HERDSA Hong 
Kong Branch has been working hard to put 
together a proposal for hosting the 2014 
Conference in Hong Kong. HERDSA 
Hong Kong Executive Committee members 
met in February to fine tune preparations 
for the HERDSA 2014 Conference and 
to plan for the 2013 Dinner Dialogues. 
Iris Vardi visited in February to discuss 
conference planning. Iris attended a 
Dinner Dialogue where there were lots of 
useful exchanges of observations and ideas 
about higher education. To understand the 
needs of Hong Kong colleagues, friends of 
HERDSA (HK Branch) were also invited 
to share their expectations and ideas for 
HERDSA 2014 conference for 2013.

This year’s Dinner Dialogues will focus on 
the recent changes in Hong Kong education 
structure, namely from 3 plus 4 years 
secondary education and 3 years university 
education (3+4+3) to 3 plus 3 years 
secondary education and 4 years university 
education (3+3+4). In this academic year, 
two cohorts of university students have 
entered university as first year students. 
Issues like double cohorts of students and 
younger university students have created 

challenges and opportunities for universities 
in Hong Kong.  

All HERDSA members who are working 
and visiting Hong Kong are most welcome 
to HERDSA (Hong Kong Branch) 
activities. For the most updated information 
please visit: http://herdsahk.edublogs.org/

Contact Anna Kwan: 
anna.kwan@outlook.com

New souTH wAles 
NSW members who would like to be 
informed about NSW activities please email 
Peter Kandlbinder: peter.kandlbinder@uts.
edu.au.

New ZeAlAND
Chair: Clinton Golding

Tēnā koutou kātoa from HERDSA New 
Zealand. A big thank you to outgoing Chair 
Tony Harland who has worked tirelessly 
for HERDSA NZ. Welcome to Clinton 
Golding who has taken over the Chair from 
Tony. Rob Wass is the new secretary and 
Julia Hallas continues as treasurer. 

Anyone who has attended a previous 
HERDSA New Zealand conference will 
not want to miss this one. HERDSA NZ 
conferences are always memorable affairs. 
Preparation for HERDSA 2013 conference 
is well underway at AUT University’s Centre 
for Learning and Teaching (CfLAT). The 
website is up and running and a dedicated 
team is overseeing the submission, review 

and registration processes. The fantastic 
new learning and teaching space, the Sir 
Paul Reeves Building, has been completed, 
and the conference team is having fun 
selecting suitable spaces and places for all of 
the conference sessions and activities. 

The conference committee is pleased to 
confirm four great keynote speakers, a 
selection of pre-conference workshops, and 
major support from Ako Aotearoa as the 
primary conference partner. 

HERDSA NZ look forward to welcoming 
old and new HERDSA members to 
Auckland in July.

Check out the conference website and make 
your bookings:

http://conference.herdsa.org.au/2013

Kia maia.

HERDSA NZ: http://www.herdsa.org.nz/

Contact Clinton Golding:
clinton.golding@otago.ac.nz

Anna Kwan with Tak Ha (HERDSA HK Deputy Chair) and Iris 
Vardi at a Dinner Dialogue in Hong Kong Friends of HEDRSA HK at Dinner Dialogue
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Incoming HERDSA NZ Chair 
Clinton Golding
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hard work as HERDSA WA Chair. Also 
stepping down from the Committee after 
many years of excellent contribution are 
Brenda Hamlett and Rob Philips. Branch 
members wish them both all the very best 
in their future endeavours. New Branch 
members welcomed are Abigail Lewis from 
Edith Cowan University and Rosie Kerr 
from Curtin.

The WA Branch started the year with a 
workshop by Dr Iris Vardi on Providing 
Effective Feedback for Student Learning. 
Iris engaged participants in thinking 
about how to prepare students to receive 
and give feedback, provided insights 
from the literature on feedback and 
student performance, as well as strategies 
for integrating quality feedback in the 
curriculum.

A priority for the year is engaging the 
recipients of Indigenous memberships, 
Tracie Pushman, Marion Kickett and Clint 
Bracknell in showcasing their work. The 
branch seeks to extend opportunities for 
wider engagement of Indigenous academics 
and promote Indigenous education in 
curricula.

This year a seminar will be presented by Dr 
Guy Curtis on Preventing Plagiarism and a 
number of other seminars in the popular 
HERDSA WA Scholarship Profiled series 
are planned as well as the annual HERDSA 
Rekindled event.

The branch has an opportunity to 
be represented on the committee for 
representatives from Murdoch University. 
Any academics interested in being involved 
on the committee please contact Melissa. 

Contact Melissa Davis:

m.davis@curtin.edu.au

for 2013, which will include a workshop on 
feedback by Iris Vardi.

Contact Tracy Douglas:

T.Douglas@utas.edu.au

VicToRiA 
Chair: Joan Richardson

Proposed events to be confirmed include 
Leadership and power in transnational 
education, a repeat presentation of HERDSA 
conference papers, and Learning Spaces and 
Digital Literacies.

Contact Joan Richardson: 

joan.richardson@rmit.edu.au 

wesTeRN AusTRAliA 
Chair: Melissa Davis 

New WA Chair Melissa Davis

Dr Melissa Davis from Curtin University 
was elected as the new Branch Chair at the 
AGM held in February. Melissa has been a 
member of the WA Branch Committee for 
three years and comments “I look forward to 
continuing the fantastic work of Dr Rashmi 
Watson in promoting HERDSA in WA 
and presenting professional development 
events for WA academics”. A big thank you 
to outgoing Chair Rashmi Watson for her 

QueeNslAND
Chair: Steve Drew

The branch is planning a series of events for 
the year. Please check the website for news 
of activities.

HERDSA QLD: www.herdsaq.net

Contact Steve Drew: 

s.drew@griffith.edu.au 

souTH AusTRAliA 
Chair: Dale Wache

Dale arranged a HERDSA SA branch 
Annual General Meeting on Friday 22nd 
March from 3–5pm. At the time of going 
to press no report of this meeting was 
available. Please contact Dale for news of 
this and forthcoming events.

Contact Dale Wache:

Dale.Wache@unisa.edu.au

TAsmANiA
Chair: Tracy Douglas

Tracy attended the Australian Maritime 
College (AMC) Learning and Teaching 
forum (e-initiatives) in September 2012 
to promote HERDSA Tasmania and 
increase branch membership. The branch 
is continuing to promote HERDSA at the 
AMC.

HERDSA members attended the Teaching 
Matters conference at the University of 
Tasmania in Launceston on last December. 
The theme of the conference was Sustaining 
Futures: Considering sustainability across 
the learning and teaching divide. A 
number of HERDSA members presented 
at the conference. Members are currently 
identifying professional development ideas 



Call for Papers

Special Edition of HERD

In early 2014, HERD will publish a special issue on 

“Leading the academy: 
Defining the future of leadership in higher education”

The full Call for Papers can be found in the most recent issue 
of the journal (32.1)

Dates to Note:
 Manuscript Submission Due:  31 May 2013
 Anticipated Publication:  Late January 2014

Enquiries: please contact the editor
Bruce Macfarlane (bmac@hku.hk)


